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Introduction: History of rh- P ojegct

The present project to create a competency-base&Bachelor o.' Arts degre

in history began in the fall of 1972 with discussions between_Sangamon State

University-(SSU), an upper-division open-admissions institution, and'Illinois

Central College (ICC), a lower-division open-admissjonsginStitution, to develop

a three-year Bachelor of Arts degree in history. However, in considering the

fundamentals involved in a three versus four year program, the facbltyat the

two schools came to question limitations of time in the B.A. process and moved

to consideration. of competence-certification. At this point the SSU ristory

faculty requested and received formal support from their Instructional Develop-

ment Unit and competency education at SSU began to have a future.

During the academic year 1973-74 the history project proceeded with

internal support. The first group of students at ICC enrolled that spring in

an interinstitutional team-taught colloquium, the "Roots of Contemporary

History"; several of those students became the first ICC cohort at SSU the

following fall. With the advent of interinstitutional team-teaching of the

"Roots course and the scheduling of regular interinstitutional meetings of

faculty, discussions about the nature of competence in history accelerated

and deepened. A literature search was begun. And in February 1974 the

faculty in history turned their attention for :he -first time to defining co-

petences in terms of both skills and content. Support from the Fund was then

sought and when it was received, the project moved into another stage. beginning

July 1, 1974.



Overview of Work Under the Fund Grant

The originalproposaf'deli neated thTee separate
stages esta ' i shed as

"goals in process" for the project,. Phase I comprised the definition of com-

petence in history, Phase II the delineation of procedures for ealuation and

Phase III the restructuring of the history curriculum. view, each phase

contributes retrospectively to the development of phases begun previously; the

elaboration of competences ls modified by the development of evaluation pro-

cedures, both ofi whiCh in turn necessarily undergo further change as they are

applied to the task of restructuring the curriculum. The, three phases have

proved eenceptuariy separable but rather closely fused in practice: even as

we formulatel definitions of ompe h es.ve had to clarify them and think in

terms of eva70ation and curricular implications.

Furthermore, we soon had to deal with the problem of isolating competences

related exclusively to history. Itwas apparent that ,the line, of demarcation

between the competences in history and those in.:the l=iberal arts i5 at best

ificial and perhaps nonexistent. The easiest solution to this dilemma for

purposes of projectelegance would have been to retreat to a narrow, utili

tarian definition of history. History, for example, when-considered as a

researchmthodology in a delimited part bf the human experience lends itself

easily to pr itic,n and quantitative measurement. Our understanding

f-histdry, on -the- cord ,ar,, builds-.on
self-understanding and per pective in

the bro-do,A possinlc torms,
Demohstr6tion of cultu al empathy and "sense

f self in time and --)lac " -arc admittedly loose goals and border on being



vague; But such is the nature of all the liberal arts. So we moved more

broadly rather than more narrowly, but armedoith- theciarifying skills of

competeney formulation. Thus the tentative competences which we have outlined

(which appear in the appendix) start from a very brOad definition of history

as a. discipline and rest on the assumption that many of them Can be developed

in and transferred to other areas in the liberal arts, as well as being rele-

vant and supplementary. to professional training.

We have also found out holccimportant it is to have students involved in

the process of formulating the competences, (both in the definition of content

and skills and in pilot testing evaluation procedures). Although we have

preliminary definitions of

for'many of the identified

competency evaluation instruments and procedures

competences, we cannot say that we are even reason-

ably satisfied with them until we have used them to assess at-least one, and

preferably two, cohorts of students.. We have urged our students to demonstrate

their mastery of as many competences as possible in the past few months, and

have used this as the occasion for modifying both definitions and evaluation

instruments. We have. been.careful'not to push our.firSt cohort of students.

too, much for they are already quite conscious that they are "guinea pigs" for

the projeCt. We have-sought wider SSU faculty evaluation of our activities

by forMing working groups to review and modify speci ic sets of competences

(e.g., those relating to Modes of Inquiry) and to help create appropriate

learning resources such as courses, reading lists and self-instruction modules.

We have also interviewed SSU faculty extensively, seeking their reactions

to both our Interim Report and our definition of the history competences.



Approximately 15 faculty members represent nq a wlde range of disciplinary

backgrounds have been interviewed at length and have offered comments and

materials they feel are relevant to project concerns. This has (:-n of help

to us in refining our thinking, and of aid to the project in di'- mipating our

ideas. -History faculty have been asked 'identify for one of thefr_courses

the key cofiCepts terms students- must master before or during the course, and

to indicate th'e competence, they feel are taught or tested in their courses:

W6 have been able to take our materials with us as we visited other

campuses and conferences and have received a great deal of written material

from other p jects. George Klemp of McGer and Company, which is also-funded

by FIPSE, spent a full day with us discussing testing materials which we

might develop with them in the areas of critical thinking and problem'solving.

In addition to a second evaluation in June 1975 by Professor Robert

Stakenas of Florida State University whose report is appended, 2iae organized

an invitational conference on competence education in,the liberal arts held

June-13, 14 and 15 at Pere Marquette State Park, Grafton, Illinois. Con-

sultants from several programs attended, including:

ALVERNO COLLEGE
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53215

Cynthia Stevens, Chairperson, Division of Analysis

Laila Aaen, Chairperson, Division of Social Interac

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Bowling Green, Ohio 43603

Jim Litwin,. Staff Assodat for Research and Developing

on-

DELTA COLLEGE
College df DuPage

Glon'Ellyn, Illinois'
Dave Baughman



GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY
College of Environmental and Applied Sciences
Park Forest:South, Illinois

'James Gallager, Assistant Dean

MCMURRAY COLLEGE
Jacksonville,-Illinois 62650L-

Phyllis,Lapge, Coordinator -mpetency- ased'Programs
Philip Decker

MARS HILL COLLEGE
Mars Hill, North Carolina 28754

Dave Knisley

OKLAHOMA CITY UNIVERSITY
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73106

Phyllis Colyer, Director, CompetencysBased Degree Program
Ren Krueger, Professor of Music Education

UNION FOR EXPERIMENTING COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
Yellow Springs,- Ohio 54387

--F.

,Walter A. Buchmann, Director, Developing Pro--ams

ILLINOIS CENTRAL COLLEGE
East Peoria, Illinois 616111

William Feipel, History Competency B.A. Project

SANGAMON STATE UNIVERSITY
Springfield, Illinois 62708

Len Adams, Co-director, History Competency' B.A. Project
Nina Adams, Co-director,'History Competency B.A. Project
Judd Adams, Instrullional Developer, History Competency B.A.
Chris Breiseth,-Hi6Tory Faculty
Cullom Davis, History Faculty
Dick Johnston, History Faculty
Chuck Strozi er, History Faculty
Ernst Giesecke, Director of Educational Relations
Scott Brooks-Miller, Student, History,Ccimpetency Program
Anne Mayberry, Student, History Competency Program

FUND FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OF POST SECONDARY EDUCATION
Departil.nt of Health,-Education and Welfare
Wdshington, D.C. 20202

David 4ustice, Program Officer



FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY
Department of Educational Services
Tallahassee, Florida

Robert Stakenas

PENNSYLVANIA .DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Competency Based Teacher Education
Bureau of Academic Programs

Sam Craig, coordinator

Having read our most important materials the consultants were ableto offer

oral and later written feedback on what we had done, While during the conference

f we were able to isolate and discuss some central problems which we have

all been addressing. The conference sessions were taped, transcribed and are

being edited for use and distribution by the SSU Project and by FIPSE.

The conference itself and later written comments confirmed our view

that Many of the toughest questions incompetency based liberal arts- education

remain unresolved. We are still prisoners of the tension between content a d

skills. -While we feel we have reduced the emphasis op,content below the poin .

accepted by traditional historians, it remains the case that there can be no

eaningful historiCal thinking withoUt minimal control of significant data.

In our teaching have sought to resolve this problem by choosing books

which offersophi Aicated interpretations as well as basic data, and then

focusing our discus, ions on the problems posed by vocabulary, assumptions,

analytical tools and !i1nts so that students deve)op basic skill and

Critical and 'historical thin-king as well as absorb historical d6a This type

of approach depends he vily on faculty perception and commitment -- it is

equally easy, gas we knew, for teachers to fall back on either forced recall as

a measure of teaching aid learning or iig level abstraction lectur



divorced from basic skills o.ve

Definitions of competency in the liberal arts can appear o vague

or too rigid. Our competency definitions-tend to alter continually as we

explore the naWe.of teaching and learning in the liberal arts. Clearly we

have to set a stopping point beyond which We no longer debate the overall.

goals. Equally clearly, however, we cannot lock ourselves into a small set

of required readings &rid required'evaluation instruments indistinguisable

from distribution requirements and credit counting. The definition of alter

native modes of assessment and retention of teaching and learning flexibility

4a.

are major issues: we feel we have tackled these in productive ways, and

the conference reinforced this vi 1. We have no illusions that we. have or

can produce finalsolutions.

In addition to critical thinking tests, the library ells test and

content tests for pre-and post testing within the Roots of Contemporary

History courses, ehave developed a model for a problem solving test using

historical deCuments and have explored those created by others. Creating a'

history problem solving test using materials translated from Chinese sources

concerning the problem of opium suppression in China has illuminated our

difficulties in setting levels and standards but has opened-up an exciting way

to challenge and evaluate certain basic skills inherent to historical work but

separable from it, We have been investigating the work of Kieran Egan in

Strus2tural Communications, and had hoped to have hiM visit SSU. Since this was

not possible during the summer, we hope to find time and funds in the future to

bring him to Illinois for a two or. three day training workshop focused on

7



'designing and using structural communicatio6s in history.

We have begun work rsrith a model transcript which serves as the basis for

discussions concerning competences and' problems of teaching with acuity ,

and with our, luckily cooperative, registrar's office at SSU.

Explaining the notion of competence-based education to stud- ris and

evaluating thei-.' performance cwtify competence necessitates a new, more

form of advising. Moreove- the arrival of a cohort of students

from ICC On an alternative academic track to the B.A. made desirable a multi-

4

faceted arena for student-faculty interaaion: orientation to SSU for students

who were in effect umping from freshMan year to junior year; adaptation to

a university environmenI; understanding historical inquiry and methodology;

coping with courses; initiation to ging concepts of competence and

testing of he students' level of performance; and referencing their ILA. edu-

cation to both. the prospect of a liberating education and career opportunities.

'e decided or7 an advising colloquium, worth two academic credits, meeting once

each we k; this is Lear,- taught and required of
all students in the project,

In the past few years we have rediscovered how difficult it is to break

free of the course forMat at either upper or lower division institutions,

None

definitions I specific competences, in trying out evaluation procedures, in

we have found that the course fomat is helpful in forwarding the

the teaching and learning situation, and in beginning work with

faculty Oosc arco, and disciplines 1 the horizons of the history

coinpot. noes. We consider tour
r roes for both the reasons given

above and in deference to the realities Institutional inertia. We assume



that having used a course to devise a foundation of teaching aA learning

competences, an assessment center can thenpbe built quickly and on the basis

"of valid. experience. Students who wish to take Roots of Contemporary History

I will have the option, beginning in the summer of 1976 of-taking-the course-

on.-competence terms arid without a time bind, using the self-instruction modUle

and-any of several history faculty "mentors".

As we wrote and rewrote the history competences, we fe. t an increasing

impulse to think in multidisciplinary terms.. We have also found it easier -to

define the generic or general liberal arts competences than to isolate frOm

among them those which can be validly judged to relate only to-history, and

thus began what is essentially a discussion group, which we've modestly

called Bloomsbury II.

We meet bimonthly over lunch and for'occasional marathon evening sessions.

Dise6ssion is of the highest quality, and far- removed from the pressing reality

of deadlines and implementation. The group wa's chosen to represent disciplines-
,

irPthe humanities, social sciences, and behavioral sciences, and only partly

the natural sciences. In_ itable,gaps occurred when faculty in senile disciMihes--

could not find time to attend regularly. The goal was to forge a working group

within the university seriously pursuing the links. and continuities between

disciplines, the intellectual ties that bind rather than divide,qhe overlap

rather than uniqueness of different methodologies. A self-conscious-decision-

was made to let.the group find its own direction rather than set-it on-a



icular course. The value of this was apparent initially,. and i,t drawbacks

-became clear as diseussions continued to stimulate the part , ipants but not

the Project;

We-chose to search for continuities by-first defining discontinui

Throughout the year each member-of Bloomsbury II gave a more or less formal.

presentation on his/her discipline, its history, essential discoveries, metho.*=._

,:dology, and cutting edgef innovation. The discussions-that followed were

and often. necessitated two or even three meetings to wrap up.

Realistically,- we have not:even begun to achieve our initial objectivet.

,Tioomshury has served to acquaint us with each other as 'Tistiplinariars" but

not with the core of the competence definition process. This voluntary

faculty-activity:in creating "understanding" will, we expect, lead to nore

fotuSed.input into the history competency projectin'addition to the indirect

stimulation anclinsight foUnd in the airing, ideas onthe natureof theand

intellectual universe in the late taentieth century.



irr.' _ConeConceptualizing CoMpetences

History Competences

The history competences which we have incd ett-- oly,

and which have changed in emphasis and clarity as we live worked

them through intellectually, place a basic emphasis ( n the three

categories and their interrelationship s.ho0 belovi

Functions'
Cul ture

Conternporary His or

Self Understanding
i n Cultural Context

We the cote gori es as interdependent rather than

chiral Vi thi n'-each of these categories we hawdel ineattd content

and competences;,. in some categories -we have completed fewer of the

detailed outli-nes and evaluation iristivnerrts halm, male soine

changes in internal 'structure while retaining the basic ernphasi5

with which we began the project,. For example,. Vie realfzed that

"sense of self in time and place" and ll'irripact of aritElre oji

I self" were not s_uffici-ently distintive to ittstIfy separate listing-

"Sense of self in time and place" remains as an irapi -lei t part cf

the summarized structure. of compe ances..

The introductory colloquium, Roots of Coritelnpfforary.Hist

Farts I and II, 1146 played a brbad :arid strateic rtle I'll the develop-

rent bf the project. it has provvidtd -a) the content for cvn- cul

develop eht, within-our emerging 'definiti in of co-ntenporary histor2;



b) .a laborltory for .testing concepts of competency - based- edifcato

including pre -test, post -test and other evaluation measures; c). an

opportunity_ for team-teachth,--thus strengthening-the collaborative

ethos required if the redefinition of history teaching and learning

among increasing numbers of colleagues is to be encouraged, In

planning and teaching a specific. course_ we have been held c

reality as Well as-freed to experiment with the ideas which lo the

core the history competences in terms ofskilis and Content,

plan to _se.the same course-baSed metho0 to flesh out and test our

notions of the other competences: During this coming summer we had

hoped to offer .a new course with emphasis placed on the .competences

encapSulated.bnder the title of "functipfts.Of-culture. Unfor-

tunately, this proved impoSsible for-a Variety of bureaucratic -

reasons. ,Instead, we have repeated the Roots of Contemporary I-11--

tory I course, profiting from-the presence, of non- history m j,rs.

The summer eodrse,-runningo'nly 4. weeks, has allowed an intensity

_

W.immersion for the-participant$ and a rapid delineation of the.-

communications skills foStered and developed by the cours

liberal Arts Competences

As part-of our efforts to coordinate the concerns of the .

corrmiunity colleges with those of Sangamon State an-upper di vi n

university)we have 'discovered the need to describe means and

objectives, at least in broad terms, in a fashion transiatablc

the three conventional divisions of the DachelorS_Pe'gree:

division) general education, (upper-division) disciplinary



specialization, (upper - division) ctives. Thus, the liberal

arts competences need to-be -described as consisting in part of

lowe::-division.general education and in part to Upper-o-kiision: .

electives. ,Because Sangamon State is responsib for upPer-.

divfsicin education-there are constraints on the kinds courses

it can-Offer. ThU-s, althoOgh its responsibility for.awarding the

B.A. entail's defining, in this case, the total system of come-

tencgs for the BA, inherent in the conceived- division of labtir
'

bet: een-the upper and lower division schoOlS is a division of

labor in providin_ the learning resources for attaining the com-

petences. This'in'turn entails a division of.coMpetenoes.between

the- two levels, which- is,an.unantfcipdted complication.

Irradditien, because the spread of-competency education

,departments,within the university has to occur by- "grass.

diffbston" via individual faculty team-tailght courses and

wo ing; groups, we.need to createftekible.supportive strUttureS,

Our preSent idea of dsolution atSSUis.to create a .history corn-

petehcyloptioe.anda generic, liberal arts ( "electives ") option.
/

Thus-aLstudent admitted to SSU would have the following options

for attaining a B.A.. (1) meeting, course requirements in the

diScipline (history,. psychology, etc, ) and the-course electives.

requirements; (2) meeting competency requirements.in history .and

course electives requirements; (3) meeting competency requirements

in history'and competency requirements in the generic, upper-



division liberal arts "minor";- (4) meeting course requirements in

'the discipline and competency requirements in-the genvic liberal

arts minor. In terms of-the student's:total education begun at a

community 'college and completed at SSU, the three comp nenta-of

the B..A. and the two modes of competences and 'courses may he

-illustrated-in the following table:

Discipline requirements

"El.ctives" requirement

General Education
Requirements

6ITI:1Esy_ Course eased

Thus there will eventually be -six possible Ways for obtaini- the:

B.A.

By_ the endofth, current project (1975 -1976) we will haiie created

the 'disciplinary competency-option for. histdry and partly finished

developing:the 6lectiyesimfnor competency option: 'SinCQ we 'wish

to make the electives minor optiOn:a university -wide option we

expect it will proceed more slowly than tine history competency

option as it will'entail,involvement-and approval_of considerably
\

More faculty- than ckrently involved, T.,4,e additional Step of

creating the lower-dAision general. education competency option

will take even longer as it depends upon the sensitive evolution

of into- institutional cellaboration and negOtiation. As We'involve

faculty-fioMAther programs (departments) in helping us definethe

14



t ectivesiminor option we have and will continue to be setting the

stage for the adoption by other programs of disciplinary competency

options.



Assessment. Techniques

History

On ae one hand, we hav'e taken as a fundamental assumption

the convergence: over the past one hundred years of the world's

peoples technologically, economically and, to an increasing extent;

politically,, socially, and culturally. From this perspe'41ve,

and particularly with the help of the New York Times, we ha.4.--,

sought to discover the common experiences of peoples and nations

.throUghoutthe world, .as well as an increasingly apparen-

dependence in systoOls of ecol-gy, economics, energy, and food pro-

Auction and distribution: In other words, we-have sought to help

--students gain the tools and the confidence to grasp the key issues

g)f their: contemporary world and not fallback on hopeless confusion

at the sheermagnitude. of information and complexity of interrela-.

tionshfps. On the other hancT,'. we acknowTedge the-centrality of ..

the-deVelopment of the, nation states with all of their: uniqueness.

70'understandtheir development requires s-a substantialjnvest-

,, ,

Merit of study about each country without such.effort-intelligent

comparison among nations iii term of the key themes w&= have spec

fied is'impossible. Our-uneasy compromise thil,s far has Men to

look at particular nations in terms of those developments crucial

to-which each has had to face or is 1)reSently facing.- This-leaves--

for deeper, more u_ed,investigition in particular courses,



independent study, the -hi

of the world.

Roots I .focuses the attention of the students on the basic

ory of particular nations-o e ns

summary-and-analysis skills required of a would-be historian. Re-
,

call is deemphasized. We work, sometimes_ doggedly, on connota-

tive and denotative definitions of the major terms used in histori-

cal writing. Students follow the changes in the-meaning'of words.

as they read through -the Sunday New York Times each week and Prepare

a:nOtebOok.On:a particular theme orgeographic.area. The notebook.

and class discussions serve as the basis for- an -en&ef-term oral

-report which is evaluated for Organization sorting, clarity, and

accurate. summary.- Students prepare for this- project by using the

. .

information skills outline in orderAo evaluate single articles in

the Times either in writing or

StUdents:test.their own ability to devfse answerable questions.
= =

by
creatinT:essay,questions'collectively-,,each.studentsubmits two

possible-questions and thrOugh- classdiscussion'; thettudents reach

CodsenSus on two question§-,f0- be used by all; each -Student:then:

writes-en.bne of the tWO-questions, This hat allowed students to

correct themselves, for if-one seemingly simple question proves

impossible to organize or respond to in other than highly general

terms,:the second question can be- :tried.

We have also used the Roots I course to explore the gap 'in

expectations between the studentsand the faculty member's, a factor

17



which we consider crucial in assessing the'honesty of our com-

petency statements. Measures of social and political attitudes

have been used by both faculty and students in one To - course,

while in others- an evalua ion form for the course has served to

highlight strengths and =weaknesses of the instruction nd the

-_assessment instruments. The course evaluation can in the future.

serve two purposes: as a self-evaluation of competences attained,

and as an evaluation of,the course in competency terns., Comparison

f the self-evaluation forms filled out by.students and instructors

can ..help to close the exPectation and comprehension gaps between

them. FuturRoots I courses will be able tcYdraw"on t.forkHdone

creating documents analysis tests, map skills tests, and "in- basket"

forms of 'exercises.: Several of-these are aimed primarily at making

the student comfortable With dissonance, as well .as able to resolve

it. The historian "s comfort with relativity is crucial,_yet i=s

not easily conveyed to students more comfortable with recall and

,,,simplicity; nor should. the comfort with relativity style the sear h,

for answers to contemporary problems.

In addition to the regular assignments, 5tUdents were asked to

increase their vocabulary by selecting historical concepts...from

assignedreadings, identifying-denotative-and connotative Meanings._

This exercise in formai and contextual definitions was meant
to

give the student'a broader vocabulary and an,increased understanding

of the. readi ng Each'cctudent was asked to bring in ,dive definitions
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the f011oWin- leek. Initial response was.not very positive:

appeared to students as a superfluous assignment. All 3tudents did

complete the assignment; some experienced difficulty in- creating

solid. definitions. The second week of this course only a few members

of the class brought in definitions of-concepts and -the-exercise

was dropped. A modification of this exercise will become a standard

part of the-Roots. co4rse next spring after we have had a chance to

explore the problem of motivation and to revise the f0-m of the

assignment.-

Liberal Art

.Sinee the evaluation p ocedUres,are described along with the--

cOmpetences.in theAPpendix, 'our comments below will be -restricted

to describing :the extent.to which various- evaluatimprodedures have

been pretested and modified. - There-are two operating courses for

skillsdevelopment.in critical thinking and critical writing, which

have been turned over:to the-University-wtde.Learningenter for

use as, ndividualized Self-paced modules.- Listening an speaking

caMpetences will be assessed and used in,all courses.

Undoubtedly-the most thoroughly tested -evaluation instrumen-

is the one for the assessment of Information and Communication Com

petence 3, Reading ComprehensiOn and 'Critical Analysis.' This is so

beause one ofthe'ftoject.members w s.already.,msing the instrument,,

thejlatson7Glaser Test-of Critical Thinking AppraiSal-(CTA),- in his

teaching Additional materials are'being assembled to evaluate_



t.

th6se reading and critical thinkin skills- not assessed,by the

Watson-Glaser such as recognizing and distinguishing necessary,

sufficient, and contri'buting cause's; recognizing and d,;tinguishing
)

types. of evidence (4.g. , facts, opinions, values, hypotheses,

-:-examples);
and\reCOgnizing-common forms of fallacious

This summer wefare 'organizing some study materials for theSe Ski ls--

in\a. programme 'instruction. format known as ."structural communica-

tion," as descrWed bYKieran.Egap of Simon Fraser Universisy. The

checklist of reading,skills. (See Information and Communication CompetenciE

in Appendix) w4s pilot tested with.non-history majors in a public affairs (

classtaught b akhistorian working on-the projeCt.- Students were

,

instructedte sIbmIt e "book report on American and British women'

liberation publ at'ions in terms of the dcscriped categories. From

ythisexperien4 itis clear that the students do not readily under:-

-Stand the meaning of these skillS, nor do. viey necessarily ask

questions or consult a dictionary. Hence,we have concluded that.

we need to write study guides that define and illustrate each of

the componft skills,

From vi.n experience using the checklist

skills- v

evaluating Writing -

i*Tsnifted rom specifying CempetenceAn terms of focus,

''semantics, etc., to spec fying competence in terms of types

wr ng: outlining, sum ry paPer, analysis paper etc.' The-ear

categ6T-kes now recognized do refer to'more -fundamental skills

latercateg'ories We are tapirig ou Meetings when



discuss nth the studen

we will have a record

their papers. Wien-these are transcribed

the students' intellectual..growth

when packaged along with the final product and-the various drafts,

1 serve as a study guide and model for future students.

Testing of the listening and speaking assessment procedures.

h's not yet occurred, although we are redesigning them based upon

our experience-with the reading and writing assessment procedures.

Testing of the listening and speaking assessment procedures. may`

occur during. the summer, assuming continued steady progress with

the reading ancLwriting asses'sment procedures. .0theMSe we look

forward-to testing them during fhej'all Semester. Me Library

Skills Test-has; since .the Interim Report, been us6d with -Biology

_,and Psychology students under the guidance of the Library faculty..

Revision of the library Skills Test this summer will reflect these:

recent experiences--

Progress, but less than we desired, has occurred with the re-
,

maining Information and Communication-competenceS, hindered both by

the difficulties in freeing up nonprojectfatulty time and by the,

,

cOmPlexitieS of the competences themseiveS. = The Visual. CommOnica-
.

tion Group-met four times with very interesting .and stimulating

discussions. At this_point_we_would_haveto say that_weare_sti_l

in the exploratory stage and while-we have exchanged many opinions,

facts, and ideas, we have made no changes.in our definitions of the

competences. The group will continue'discuSsfOns next fall. as.all



participants agree visual compete,ice-is h hly important and neg-

lected. There is less agreement on how it can be as essed and
a

acquired.

Several meetings with Computer Science faculty have been very,

productive4. Progress has been-limited only by-.9-ack o.4' time to

meet and write.

A Modes of-inqui y group was formed and has moved a consider

able-way towards designing-a multidisciplinary team-taught_coOrse.'

Several- models were discussed reflecting diffetent combinations,and

weighting options with such Variables as (1) relative emphasis on

deductive (presented) or inductive(discovered) understanding-of the ,

similarities and differences among the disciplinary modes ofI quiry,

(2) focus on a single broad topic human aggrestion. analyzed

from several disciplinary points of view vs. a variety of more

.specialized topics; relative pbasis on faculty vs. student'

time spent discussing the toPic. Course planning was interrupted.

When we encountered problems in detdrmining who might have time to

participate in the teaching of the course. Commitments. are now
0

being worked out for,--giving project support to an SSU "Evidence"

course in the Spring Semester of 1976. Planning- meetings will,_resume'

-in -the fall- and will be supported by acquisition of syllabi from

other schools which, have ffered.sitoilar courses, The Nature

of Evidence, a_multidisclp]inry- "Guided Desig_ course developed

at West Virginia Universi
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V. rninT.Retources.,

History Courses

1. Roots of Contemporary 'History I 1,cc

The basic assumptions of "Root's of COntempdrary-HiStory,,

-Part I"- are thYt the student should be- introducedtoLthe_mai-:,.

forces shaping he contemporary world, and go back far-enough 4intv,,

the-Past to .disc VerhOw,..when, and where .each'force toOkshapein

forms.recognizabl from our contemporary perspective.., The-forces

46,0.

themes we 'have focused upon include industrialization, moderh17'

za ion, and urbani6tion colonialism,
fmperialism and anti

colonialism; 'class: caste, sex and race nationalism,' wat'and

revolution., While he precise content and readings. for-each.

tfOn.Of the course hpvevaried somewhat in the.hands.of-diffe

faCulty, eachsection-has kept in tension today's world, see

through the.Spnda y New -York Times or a weekly ,newsmagazine

world of approximates lYithe,last one
hundred years, as inte

in major scholarly wor The 5AncAK New
York Timet'has s rve . to

alert students. to their own ability to recognize themes aid assump

tions, to reinterpret plex data, and-to compare and c ntraSt 1

global terms. We use fie,Times as_the:raw material for, as c,-54c -1

.

.--,,. 1

exercises, and as a_SoUrce for updates on' historical an'-contem7.

pOrary themes. The \decision -to focuS.on contemporary f istory .

initially, and, mo e back in me rather than forward, as



traditionK stemmed. from our perception that such a process' would

both increase student motivation and foster the teaching focus.on

themes and historical thinking rather than data collect on. Parallel-

ing this tension in tine perspectives and'in the differing methodo-
r

fogies of journalism and historical scholarship, hasbuna. more
.

substantive tension which we have preserved rather than resolved,

that between an emphasis on global and distinct

national experiences.

The present Roots course at-ICC is the most far-reaching effort

to date to translate competency -based objectives into practice,.

.

curricular terms, we cut back or the content to be Covered,fouisin

on the USA and the USSR and seeing the major contemporary history

themes in terms of their. deveTOpment. We read and discuss. Time

'magazine .each week thus incorporating perspectives on the immediate

_z-- contemporary world into ; our analysis of the last hundred years:,

Including the final. advising sesion, he class met for 31

hoursessions,, and the instructors
,
and IDU'fac,.ity member spent an

equal number of hours planning and brainstorming collectively or in

teams of two.

To meet competence objectives, eliminate the least successful

materials..of the, fl "Roots"-coUrse,-and-yet include. the,materials

which hAd succeeded, irks.tr ueto decided._. to organize the course

around a comparisbn of-American and 'Russian modernization using VQP

L&WsJilly Lenin? Why 'Stalin? and Cochran'and:Miller's' Le of



Enterprise., At the time of planning, only Barraclough's Contem-

porarinLtssymet the requirements of the course title,Awt

because of his difficulty for undergraduate (let alone, freshmen)

comprehension Barraclough was used as the concluding work at the

end of' the -course. serving asa, measure of the students' grasp of

secondary-source analysts skills. Ih Barraclough, moderniza-

tion and the role of America and Russia to play predoMinant parts,

so Von Laue and Cochran/Miller serve as excellent introductions

to him. Von Laue had been the Students' favorite, in Spring 1974.

and Cochran/Miller is a readable study of a topitfor which the

studentsNould all have background.

Rounding out the Teadings were Nugent's introduction to skills,

treativeTHiste and Time magazine, which would uOdate the,contem-

porary.hisAry theme to the .present and give the students concrete

material for their frequent attempts to relate. the course themes

to their lives.

Major assignments (again, see syllabus appended) my be grouped..

into the categories of source analysis and research skills. ,Stu-

dents were introduced to the value of book reviews and close

scrutiny of table of contents, preface, introductton,.conclusion,.

chapter titles to "dissect" the,purposes and themes of the author

before attacking the text. To demonstrate their proficiency,

students were required to independentl,' critique the introductory
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and cdncluding passages before _ changed this information

in class discussions. Through essay examinations the students

demonstrated their overall grasp of the-authors' theme and

their abilities to assess the merits and limitations of those

themes.

Through-preparation of an extens Ve bibliography and a brief:

statement of tentati e concluSions (hypotheses) on subjects of

their- own choice, students performed many of the requirements

of research.` The library staff was .most patient and helpful in

assisting faculty and-students on -this project.

Finally, students 'were requirl to apply all of the analysis

skills they had acquired by identifying key aspects-o

article (appended) on their final examination.

'Time

The writing ass)gnmentS-were,all quite successful. They com-

pelled the students to keep up with the"eading and approach the

'readings with,amore careful,- analytical eye. Performance on the

review critiques, and examinations steadily improved.

Most students excelled even-heyond -their own expectations. in

identifying Major sources for their bibliographies. Their essays.,

werc...of mixed quality mainly -cause -some failed to overcome per

sonal biases.

The discussion format, focusing on the books as'subject ma.

and not hi t ical content

26
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the students. They, all strugglpd with he new approadh apd'

weekly became more confused and disturbed about "just what are we

.supposed to be getting. out of the course?" _Just before mid-term

grades were disseminated, the entire class arose in 4pbellion":

They challenged the materials and activities we had beet going

through and.questioned the validity of the whole approah of. the

course. At that point they were reminded of the statem ts of

objectives given at the beginning,of the course.. They apparently

bad been unable to comprehendthose -instructions and had fallen
.

into traditional patterns, trying to absorb content. Now they

quickly grasped them-end within 4. week=of-reviewihg those Instruc-

tionsin terms of-their class work they were all able easily

master the-rest of the readings. Both instructors were amazed at

j

the quality of their subseqUent essay examinations and tfleir in-

class analysis of Barraclough, which had been virtually'incpm=

prehensible for the.previous rlass.

The course appeals to only a narrow group, yet we have

students with widely varying interests and abilities. Most c

tainly the methods of developing historical skills must vary

meet the demands of each new class and its individuals. Gively

rigorous time limitationS, the unique nature of the course for

I.C.C. students and the,inevitable problems that arise in team-

'taught classes we feel instructors should always be flexible fn

their Activities and assessment of student performance:.



Root's of Contemporary HistOry --SSU

. _

Roots is the "grandparent" course which has served as the core ef-

competency program since 1973. Yegiming with the Fall Lf 1975, the Roots I

course or the demonstratiOn of coMpetencies obtainable through the course will
.

be. required of history, majors.

In terms of content the course serves as a sampler exposing

!

students to theories and approachEmWki the'modern era which are

A
explored in more depth in specific courses the student may choose

to take later, or in tutorials which\remain a continual option for

All history students. The most recent Roots- course focused on

the Vietnamese responseto French coldnialism before.1925, the

Russian Revolution, the Chinese Revolufrion, the changing class and

caste status of women -and minority men 'in America, and the,Barra-

clough summary the themes of contemporary history.

Over the past two years, Roots-Part I has. been taught by

faculty teams includ.ing three individual', from SW, two from ICC,

and one from LLCC. After team-teachiti once,.. a faculty imember.is

in a position to take on the course' .on- her or his o*, but what

we have found to date-is thatthe. experience of team-teaching has

provided an opportunity for-colleague trainin'g in a curricula r

perspective different from that---OUcenventional graduate school

training. Where teams focus on Areas of competence Covering'

ifferentParts- of the world, the-batit is establiShed for eaning

fl comparisons and for cs-eative. tension.which is inevitable if

\,.



widely differing cultural perspectives are to be knowledgeably

communicated. Moreover, the reinforcement from colleagues in

"taking on the v'iorld" has proved helpful in overcoming the inhibi

tions 'againSt generalirifrg beyond the accepted subjectAemarca-

tions which graduate training and conventional teachin6. hav6-in-

ailcated. The costs associated with this collaborative learning

,have -beers relatively high,,but we think they are indispensable to

the:continued success and further elaboration of the project.

Roots of'Cont mporary istory II - SSU

This "Roots" course isivintended as a capstone to the B.A.

degree-and As an'introductionto the,M.A. degree-. 16 curricular

terms the course attempts to proyide a world historical perspective

through-a reading and comparison of several interpretations of

the.oPigins and development of huMan history. To attainthis-per-
,,.

spective students began this past semester withrthe historical

theories of such non - historians as Karl Marx, Sigmund. Frued and

Hannah Arendt. We then moved to professional historians analyzing

historical developments critical to the emergence of the contem-
.

porary world modernization--\ Barrington Moore; United State-China

interaction--Akira Iriye;the world and Africa--W.E.trt Dubois.

Finally, the students read William McNeill's Rise of the West to

encounter a major-historical syn6esis of human hfitory leading

to the emergence, into a *Mon of,dominance in the past several
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centuries of.Western European civilization. To master key details

in this synthesis we administered a pre-test to indicate to the

studebts before reading McNeillthose:facts which might provide-

a skeletal structure for-McNeill's narrative. Hastely.written,

the first test we.created fell back on testing almost exclusively=

recall- Thesame test, with some -improvements (but still with flaws)
,y

was -administered at theend of.the course. (See appendix) During

the-summer months, project faculty will rework the test before it

is Used again.

Thus, there was a major effort to achieve content mastery at

a general level for all of human history. It was a mistake to

attempt this at the end of a'semester al'ready too heavily loaded with

reading. Professor'McNeill, mid-year project evaluator, had warned us

that the course' was .too ambitious. Next year, Rite the West will come
4 ,

first with a more carefully-balanced pretest. The written essays on

historiographical and comparative analysis will come later, drawing

on the realistic mastery of content. We wilLmost- likely 'also cut

back on the required reading, building the course on McNeill, Moore,

Iriye and one or two .ofthe theorists rather than all:

Liberal Arts Courses

CritiCal Thinking -.Reading

AlthoUgh the project schedule did not require that we b

consideration of learn ft resources until

30
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spring semester, some



aspects of this activity were already underway prior to the

beginning of the current grade period, e:g., the courses in

critical thinking in reading and -Writing, the Roots' of Contem7

porary HiStory-Courses taught at ICC as a one semester Intr3duc,

tory course and the coMpanion Roots II intermediate levl course

taught at SSU. The Learning Center was aISopstablished through

' Venture Fund support from SSU dUring the fall semester:

Commencing in the Fall of 1973 one of the staffseMbers of

the history project began using the Watson-Glaser test of critical

thinking as the basis for teaching a multidisciplinary course

.involving logic, the-psychology of thinking; and communication.

(The course was established upon recOgnition that many students in

a problem solving course lacked fundamental analyticaVabilities.

The course was made competence -based and individualized in the
V:-

Spring of 1974, and by the Fall of 1974 ther'e were two courses, one

focusing. on reading and the Otheron.Writing In 1975 the courses

were handed over to the Learning Center faculty, thus-freeing the

IDU developer of the courses to concentrate on creating the new-
.

units described earlier. 1.

Approximately. 90 students have taken the reading course and

another 300 have taken the Watson-Glaser either as part of an

instructor's course efforts to assess the development of critical

Winking capacity as part of general'course benefit, or,On their

own initiative:as preparation for applying to law or graduate schoOL
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as'part of the Management Program's entrance diagnostic testing

program. The Management Program plans to incorporate the Watson,

_Glaser as a regular part of its testing progra6;- management students

are heavy users of the Critical Thinking courses, comprising appro-

ximately 2/3 of the enrolled students. After taking tie Watson-
,

,Glaser, the students are informed that they,,may enroll in the

course and receive credit for the performance already demonstrated, ,

or they may work through the course materials and attempt to demon

strate a high level of performance. To accommodate noncompetency.,

degree students' needs for grades, grades have been assigned to

different levels-of performance (87=A, 79=1L 72=0. A number of

University'staff members have also taken the course. After offering

the. course four semesters, the following observations are in order:

of the 91; students, 64% (59) completed the course;

of those. completing the course 61% .(35 ) earned an."A"

while .most of the others earned a "8";

of those completing thecourse 44% (26) were simply

certified, that is, they either earned an "A" (80%)

on, their pre- test' performance or they elected to

stick-with the "B";

of those not completing the Course 9% (10) dropped

before the:Course ended and 24% (22). received an

incomplete;

of those receiving an incomplete 54% '(12) had

received a pre-test score of less than 72 (the

minimum for a C);

nearly'all those dropping the course had either

scored less' than 72 on the pre-test, or had failed/

to even take the test;



fi

the completion rate has varledAnresoonse to

variations in course Characteristics: the first

\ time' the course was offered class sessions were.

V scheduled and students were
expected to attend -

completiOn rate was 71%. The next two semester-,

no group sessions were scheduled - the completion

rate was 50%. The fourth Semester sessions were

scheduled but students were told attendance was

Completely voluntary. At mid - semester a not-so-

gentle reminder was sent to those students who (,ad

not yet contacted the instructor, suggesting that

they get to work completion rate was 74%;

L-a-minoeity of students certainly less than a thi

use the provided resources of group sessions, pri-

vate.sessiOns with instructor, recommended-read-

ings, praCtice exercises; more than half the

Students regret not using these resources more

effectively;

not more than 15% of those receiving an:incomplete

finish the course - a few students worked for more

than two semdsters,=generally.without
much success;

preliminary analyses indicate that students average

9 points improvement, a few made no improvement,

and the most improvement was 25 points. (Average

ichange in four years of college nationally is

fOUrivints improvement

systematic information is not available, but the

instructor's'impression is that'the great majority

of students prepare one hoUr or less permeeV for

the course; - .,'and

the writing exercise, where students'reread, eanswer

missed questions, including writing- reasons for their

choices, results on the average, froM preliminary

analyses, in a 50% 'reduction in errors. For those

doing this exercise, there seems to be about a\

70-80% transfer to performance on the post-test.

Bas0 upon the _above Observations and student evaluations

summarized abovel. the following comments/actions seem

onable:



the Watson-Glaser CTIA seems a reasonable. instr ent

for assessing important critical thinking skills,.

both- from the perspective of.studentt who have

taken the test and history and management faculty

who have reviewed the test;

b. the competency and individualized nature of ti..!

critical thinking and reading.classps has been

favorably received and perceived useful with

certain significant reservations:

incompletes and.drops need. to
thefurther studied to- determine the

,extent to which the problems lie
-:with lack of motivation or time

budgeting on the.partrof the stu-
dent, inapproOriate learning re-

sources, organizational problems, etc.

the observations and interpretations from teaching

the Critical Thinking courses need to be better

articulated with those gained from using the' reading

comprehension and analysi checklists in regular

history courses resulting .in modification of each.:

Specifically_, a_glossary of terms and a study guide

needs. to be produced Which includes materials

created or collected by_students exemplifying
the desired competency -(along the lines of the

study guide-created by Empire State College).

It's possible that .stadents'Scoring 1o0 on the pre -test need

'very strong encouragement to attend group sessions whtch pre-

,

sumably would (1) provide them with a deadline for completing._

assignments, (2)Aive them needed peer Support via-a-vis the

instrUctor (oneto-one can be very threatening), (3) provide

them with needed insight into poor'Teasoning via Tder examples,

etc, Forming structural communication exercises may alsojirove

very useful for the low scoring student since it (1) provides

more structure to the learning and (2) provides more immediate

and precise feedback.



The Critical Thinking - Reading course,-which has now been trans-

ferred to the Learning Center should continue to be seen as an

instructional resource to students, but more attention to. criti-
t.

-cathinking skill development'should occur, in regular iistory

courses.. Perhaps from entrance testing with the Watson-Glaser

students scoring below 72 should be referred to the Learning

Center Critical Thinking - Reading course for special assistance,

while those.scoring aboVe should-be .encouraged to refine their

critical thinking skills through use of the study,guides and

exercises constructed as a part-of regular history courses. A

history competency B.A. student fulfilling his applied study

experience as an employed member of the projeCt will review

criticize and helpimprove the study guide for the critical

thinking - reading course. This will include reading all student

evaluations completed on the course.

2. Critical Thinking Writing

Significant advances occurred during the spring semester and

continue this'summer semester as the course is being team-taught

by a competency project member and a Learning-Center instructor.`

Several students have successfully written,s6thmary, analysis and

critique papers. Transcription of the class discussions is pro-

ceeding, although slowly, and a study guide is expected towards

the end Of the'summer session.- Purther refinement-of writing



compefences has resulted and additional optional competences are

being formulated, in response to specific student suggestions, e.g

editorial writing:and memo writing. Two of the histo ycompetercy

B.A. students are taking this course this summer, and the- one

Working with the project on Applied Study can be- counted on to

contribute significantly to evaluation and refinement of the study

guide.
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Support Structures

Advising:Colloqulum

Given the "Untidiness" of the project, it is little wonder

that the two advising colloquia in the Fall and Spring:Semesters

were uneven ventures with mixed results. On-tfie plus side,

there was a Considerable amount of experimentation with learning/

;

teaching techniq0s in a context. freed f-rom specific course

content: We weked on writing, critical thinking, content

analysis, extrapolation, generalization, conflicting histor-,

iical interpretation, critical listening, through-the use of a

Wide variety of'historical sources (journal-articles, oralLhistory.

tapes, primary sources. The-sessions were informal .and went.

beyond the issues oforthodox pedagogy to discussion-of very per-

senal\issues in the'student s'comprehensive education-.

On the negative side,.only three-or four students. from ICC.

remained active in the project soy-fiat the colloquium wasx very -.

n'additiow, we relied on evolving-learning strategies

which sometimes were Very:successful and at other times, aimless

and (rust acing, The faculty perhaps learned more than the'stu-

dents and e clearlyneed]to have'a more structured experience in

which-die c mpetency objectiVes are tyitematically Moved toward

in the, colloquium. toreover, we-are at a point in'the relation
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etween the Competen

S'Aesirable-teinVOlve more_Hisory students frOWouttide the Pre-_
.-

, %,----

jeCti-in-the:ctille(*.ifum. Thus, ,fn the-:.fall-..the-Colloquijm Will. be

`advertised -to all hi toryv majors. Tt hay the potoht lfoi being

(a) a key device ,in
_ _

n helping students develop their indi

academic prpgrams,:-(by a place for students.--t6 work-outthe-tiMihi.
,

-d str=ategy of presentihg themselves for. coMpetence'.assessment,,

_iintroductionAo,concepts.ththe-philosophY cif-hiSto

histoOography- finally,, f.we can develop the colloquium

into :a rewarding epprience for both faculty;and students., it may

provide a real breakthrough for the:univePsity in its overall

advising respontibility.

Leahling Center

Sangamon State e tabli Sjied-ftS- own Learning ten.t0 in the fall

of 1974 following visits to a nUMber4Of community college learning:.

centers, including the one located at,IllinoientralCollege

together With'evaluation- by twoICC-consultaAs AltheughSSU's-

center placed initia.lemphasis on .dmiambications skills, the

Center.plans to.p,:pand torProv ..broader learning resources and

even course credit. The.hiStorY projectetSSU-planS to locate

s own assessment instruments in the Learning Center%



cutoff line between generic competence and history dom-
.

. , _

petendes
_

courte-arbitrary. As assessment instruments are
.

developed, they will be located either in the Learning enter- or

the project _depending on _the stage of refinement they, have

reached oving'courses-'end instruments to.-the Learni4.cepty

site-and ficulty.iszmearis'ofdiffusingthe competency-models" .

and:creating the university-wide:base for the liberal arts elec-

tive:discUssed in the overview section, of ihfS:repoft.

Projec.t '.'Evaluation

Potential candidates-. for mid - project evaluation belonged to
,

two unfortunately diSparate categories::,those,ableto evaluate

the intellectual quality-of our concept of historytompetence,and

. _

those able to comment on the technical quality!.ancrpractidality of

Ate competencY statements and assessment 'procedures.:. Wp

decided to request evaluation in the latter sense at tte,end of

the project and to focus the mid-point evaluation on the quality
.

of our conception of history competence. N4ccordingly,:We-requested

evaluation by an eminent historian of Western Civilization,-Pro-'

feSsor William McNeill of the University of Chicago whose report
,

was. appended to our Interim Report. His questions forded:us

-
.

re-examine our bias in favor of contemporary history and to define

% further ourreaSonsfor fodusing the study of history as'we had.

HiS suggestions for themes cutting through chronological issues

were extremely useful.

Our final evaluation visit by Professor Robert Stakenas wr,

attended theconference at Pere Marquette in mid-June and then-

visited the'SSU campus Was stimulating and educationa,

(See appendix for Stakenas-Report.)

4o
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VII. Background Investigations

Institutional VisitS

Frowthe.-beginning of the project wehoped to be able to

-discover as much as postib3e .from those already on the path we were

exploring. In:par.Cwe a sUmedjhat we needed to -develop the skills

and Onderstanding to crea e and administer evaluation instruments,

T. Alverne-COlege

-:Tim)project members vi ed Alverno in July, 1974, and met

with;theTe-an,, the, Director f Competency-Based Learning And

with facultr.from the Library the Assessment Center, the Learning

Center And tbe'English'and His oryTepartments.

The Al ve,rno facul ty., pe.rcei e :their Competency Level units as

necettarily'hierarchica3, which d'ut to seriously consider

similar models for history. Alth ugh we ultimatelftook issue with

Many aspects of the Alverno 'Scheme the visit\aided our-own con-

ceptual-struggles. And the...chance to-compare otes about ideas

and method§ provided a needed summe lift

University of Massachusetts, Bos -on CoTlege- and Empire.

5tate,College (M6nhattan Center

This visit'whih involved three project membert, took place
..

October, 1974. '.Contact With faculty who hadbeen. given only a

-,0?

few months to define competences andarganizeresoUreps underlined

for us the need, for, adeqUate lead time to think.through fundamental
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assumptions. Exposure to the essentially non-disciplinary prien-

tation of the two schools convinced us that our own.approach should

.retain, rather than-eschew, disciplinary. orientation. -The-remedY-

for the restriction of perspective attending disciplinary mepo-

dology, we feel, entails .use of the perspectives and- methods.of-,

relevant disciplines. OUr focuS has been multidisciplinary rather

than non,distiplinarY.

The.two institutions share a strong orientation toward pre',,

paration..in fundamental. skills 11hiah-helped strengthen. our own .-

efforts'in that direction. At College 3 we became more Sensitized

to the pitfalls of "student as guinea-pig "-, whtch=should:be.a,-

. .

. .

A

perennial of.Oojects- for certifi6ation\of competence.

AFinally, the experiences A-the-twO schools\usefully high-
,

ghts the many adoiintStrative and organizational'problems- which
,

tem from dding away. with-credit-countin

3. The Intensive ResidenOejraining:Course in Criterion-

Referenced Testing at the-Educationalesting Service.

:Three-project Members dtterded this week-long course in

Princeton.,_New Jersey. Highlights inclUded: (1) dis6vering the-

j)ossibilittes of free response testing,.() learning abOUt the

construction and limitations-,of multiple -choice tests, talking

with hitoriahs on the ETS staff, (4) discussing the beneits,of.a
. .

documents-based essay test for competency. certification, being

able to disd_ss the project with each other day and night.
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The course at ETS largely failed to meet our needs. Con-

\

traryjc0Dour. expectations and our prior conversatiohs\with.staff

.
administering the course, it was neither.aithed at nor :7:ognizantof--

1

\-

\

the peoblems,.-Of post-sectaarretucation, nor visas the.cOurse- de-

signed -to allow:visiters to work through their own prciedt-materials

\ ,

\
. \

with the ETS expeAts. The ETS test collection was barren\of rele---
\ . .

vantHmateria\ls suitable to our needs. Our-lasting impression was-
. \

1 ,
that the testing. profession his.not yet begun to make a significant

contribution tt:rthe%Movement in competency-based :education.above
1

\

the primary level and i n areas other than those 'which lend them--

selves to neat, if super icial hierarchial ordering of elementary.

skills.

4.' AT&T's New Yor Hea,uarters,' Assessment Center

-,- The project's Instructio-nal Development staff member, Judd \

Adams, spent a highly-productivertwO hours visiting with Joel Muses--

of AT&T's Assessment Center Staff Development Section. The center's'

use of simulations is intriguing and heuristic.

Cooperative ASsessment of Experimental Learning (CAEL) Second

Annual Assembly/Meeting, flay 11-14, 1975

Judd Adams Abe instructiOnal-Development staff person or
i-

the-SSU historylcompetency project attended the .CAEL conferenCe in
. f

. 1
t.

New Orleans, which included discussion/workshops on "The P os and

Cons of A Cenle'al Assessment Center", "AssesSment of InteTersonal
.

1

Skills" and instjtutional presentations. . The experience of several
1-/
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'institutions in moving from goal. statements tagreaterspeci-'

fed ,into an idea We had been discussing-at SS!): The

creation of-atombined advising/graduation commltteecr-atediv

the studentin'order to obtaih continuing advice and certification
,

of-Competence'attainment. The committee would be responsible-for,

identifying:and creating ad hoc Certification committees

-
specifit tempetences.. This model derives from that used by the

Individual Option Prcigram at Sangamon State.

Institutional Search

ApproximateIyy150 individuals, colleggs.andimiversities,

and other,institutions:hve been contacted to determine the use-

, fulness-of their projects (Competenty'education, programMed

instruction, computer assisted instruction, evaluative measures,

comprehensive examinations, teachereValuation structural...

communicatienY for the SSU-ICC History Competency- Proj-ct.

C. Literature Search

The literature- searchhas been comprehensive rather than ex-

haustive, with little examination into publications pricir he

1960's: The search includes the Sangamon'State'card catalog,

Education .IndeX,'Eric Educational Document Index, Historical Ab-

stracts and Government Reperts Index, Technological Applications

Project: instructional Systems Technical Descriptions 'and the



ACT Issues of Narrative Evaluatioa, DOcumentationand.Reporting of

-Student Eear9ing The literature search indicates a plethorw-of

material availableoncompetency-besed-AUcation,but lt is

generally not concerned with history, or with the liberal ,arts.-

A6-annotated-bibliography,which tivesa picture of the progressive:

wing of.history education has been compiled and a. bibliography-

from quotable material-has also been compiled.
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HISTORY B.A'-COMPET6CES --

A CONTEMPORARY HISTORY

1. global interrelationships

. 2. major, fdrtes

3. national histories

4. extrapolation

5. major:global event

History

Competences B. FUNCTIONS 9F CULTURE

1: formal.

1.1 political .1.5 educational

1,2 economic 1.6 social

1.O legal , '41.7' religious

1.4 bureaucratic

2 informal institutions

customs, mores, taboos, ideology

2.2 artistic, literary, oral

ELF UNDERSTANDING

values, .attitud

personal values

ti
Ontification o

N A CULTURAL CONTEXT

s -and feelings-

s. prevailing norms

myths, prejudices

and as,sumptions

western. cultural drigins in .lobal

perpectiy.e-

5 U.S. culture ortgi

local cultqral orign

family origins

1

d INFORMATION AND e. MODES OF INUIRY

COMMUNICATION SKILLS

1, library 'skills 1. philoscOical

2. computer 2. historical

Generic, 3, reading 3 literary

Liberal Arts 4. listening 4. scientific

Competence 5. writing '4.1 generiC

6. speaking 4.2 physical

7. visual communica on 4.3 natural

statistical 4.4 social

4

PROBLEM SOLVING

question asking

2. definition

3 information

acquisition

4. sol4ion generation

5. cOnsequences

6 selection

HUMAN RELATION

1. dOmics o.

huian be

2 call ctive

sol



,

Contemporary Histbry

1.0 Ability to describe the major characteristics of the cOntemp -afy.

- world and their interrelationships.

1.1 political

1.2 economic and technological

1,3 physical, geographical-

1.4 social (class, sex;-race, caste) and demographic

1.5 edological
1;6 bureaUcratic

1.7 legal
1.8,- religious

1.9 educational and other
) ,

Abtlity-tti'describe the major orces shaping the contemporary

world and their origins

'2 1 class, sex, race, caste

2.2 industrialism, modernization, urbanization

2.3 colonialism; anti-colonialism, imperialism.

2.4 nationaligm, war, revolutton

3,0 " Understanding of major national histories competence: 'a singular

and comparative understanding of the major outlines of'Contem-

porary'hiStory.

1 U.S.

3.2 Russia
-thina'or Japan

3.4 A Western European Country
3.5 A South American Country_
3.6, An African Country'''. y:
3.7. A Southeast Asian Country

Evaluation:

Level 1: Using-a.:,theoretteal: frMeWork for 4 of the i na=tions,

describe -the major Characteristics ofAheir -geography,-
econemy,tulture, social-economic- structUre; political'
institutions, domeStic and international relations,
religion, and artfo several of the-important periods

in the nation's history.-
Level 2a Starting.froM these descriptive characterizations,

describe orally or in writing the important-trends,
continuities and discontinuities for each of the -

4 nations.



LeVel 2b: Starting from the descriptive generalizations, con

pare two or more countries at comparable points in

their development, describing similarit es and

differences.

Level 3: Beginning with Level 2, compare and contrast th-

temporary histories of two or more nations._

4.0 Ability to extrapolate these major forces and their col,sequences into

the near future.

5.0= Ability tra analyze a major, global event -In terms of these forces.

Functions of Culture

CoMpetende, a oeheral understanding of the uman-forces/institutiofts

organizing the modern world.

1,0 Understanding of informal, internalized institutions

1.1 social customs, ideologies, mores, taboos

1.2 artistic, literary and entertainment traditipns

1.3 nature and use of language

2.0 Understanding -of formal institutions:- organizational structure

explicit and implicit.values,.physical plant and gepgraphicAl

tion,.specialiied language_ and concept4 of time, institutional,,

inertia, developmental character. (origins, change -der time_

2.1
=

political
2.2 economic and technological

2.3 legal

2.4 bureaucratic
2.5 educational
2.6 religious

Evaluation:

I. Compare and contrast arty 2 formal institutions from 2

different nations, or compare and contrast any 2 formal

institutions for a single nation from 2-periods in history.

Characterize the info rural institutions of-a state from the

perspective of a participant-Of a given social class and-

fromIthe perspective of an outsider; compare and contrast

these characterizations.
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Compare and cOntrasttheparts of agreements .and points of

between. formal and informal institutions in one

or,more,socipties at a given'poinfin:time,,,

4 Analyze the impact of formal institutions 'pnytheJif pattern

of individuals of 'both- sexes within,a givail;''Society --2-

6(ffereht periods of history.
Describe or illustrate the interrelationship, between ihe,

prevailing ideology gfa society and its forms, of tistic

expression,
Select and.discuss documents, artifacts, objects 'art

symbols,, or literary'workscf vgiven society that cha

acterj2e its formal and-informal institutions.

Self-Understanding

Competence: an understandingof one's major values, attitudes, beliefs,

feelings, behavior, strengths and weaknesses.

1.0 Recognition of one's major values, attitudes, strengths and-weak

nesses

2.0 Comparison of personal values, etc. with prevailing norms

3.0 Evaluation of personal values, etc inrlight-of current knowledge,

resulting in identification of myths,prejudices, and assumptions

Evaluation:

Level 1: Accumulate and discuss docuffents, writings, symbols.,

-slides, tokens and artifacts whiCh express self-

image, major values, and personality traits.

Level List in general order of importance one's major values

attitudes, beliefs, and-personal strengths as if one

were:

a. running for elected office in Illinois

b. being considered for an Ambassadorship

c. planning a'permanent expatriation

d., chooting a career field'

Compare. and contrast these 4 lists.
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Information and Communication Competences

General competence:--ability to effectively:acquire andaparyte,:info-
.tion and..to communicate in a variety of modes.

1.0 Reading comprehension and critical ahalysiS: ability to -read.

descriptive,' expianatory and persuasfiVe materials. nalytically-ah
critically

1.1 identify the function of tne6ommOnication
. 1.2:- identify the main idea/thesisrand evaluate-ClaritY

.

1.3 identify. the main explicit elements; facts'hypotheses,
opinions, values, beliefs, examples,.etcf- -'

1.4 identify th'e main.implicit eleMents (assaAptiOns). facts,-
values, etc.

1.5 identify needed-Jnformation

1.6. identifyl(eymords;.definitions,.toncepts and-distinguiSh
connotative from denotative meanih0-, ,

-1.7 evaluate quality'of communication in tOrms'af semantics,
syntax, and d-organization

eValuate.thb, quality of. the communication in terms Of
'internal consistency, specificity, objeCtivity, and
:reliability validity or coherence

1,9 evaluate the.expIicit and implicitvaluet -in- terms- of
. (a) personal-and- (b) accepted social values,

. .

1.10 describe the authors' style and techniqUes of expr ssion.--
such as figures of speech, metaphors, etc.,

Evalbation:

Objective modification of Watson4lase
'application wrthe checklist for specified

written material

2.0 Writing:skills:- ability to write clear and concise:descriptiVe
'einianatoryandpersuasive articles

2.1 outline
-2,2_ summary,

a.. parhphrase
b. -- integrative

2.3f analysis
.2;4' Critique

Evaluation:

Any summary analy0s, or critique paper viri ten to satisfy
_another competence, one of each type.
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3.0 Speaking skills: ability to gi'Ve clear and concise descriptive,
explanatory, and persuasive presentations and to participate in

small group discussion

3.1 outline
3.2 summary

A. paraphrase
b. integratiVe

3-3 analysis

3.4 critique
-3.5= identify and compare nonverbal essage eye contact, body

movement, gestures, intonation; _withetc., verbal messages

Evaluation:

Oral presentations_ tailored to audience and leve14' national

history character Sketch toclass)'oral outline to i-17-1si

Outline

Sunitary

Analysis_.

Critique

ne- Small Groin C e Orou

listening Comprehension-and critical analy
analytically and-critiCally to descriptive, explanatory in
perSuasive communications in, the popular-media and ordinary- con -,

versation

to 4.10 same elements-as fcir reading

-4.11 identify and compare nonverbal MeSsagesof eye contact,
body mvpment,;gestores, intonation, etc. with .verbal

messages



Evaluation:

1. Analysis of selected portion of a radio TV program.

2. Analysis of a taped small group diScut

5.-0 Library Skills: understanding of how infirmation is organized and

storectin'libraries

5.1 knowledge of basic terminology

5.2 general and specific., access _(reference) tools

5;3 searching skills, procedures and techniques

5.4 evaluating information

Evaluation:

Level 1:
Level 2:

library skills test
problem solving demonstration or documented rese

paper.

6.0 -Statistical Skills

7.0 :Visual. Communication Skills

8.0 Computer Skills: ,understanding
in compdters

8.1 basic knowledge of computer principles: input and access

6,2, basic knowledge of types of information stored on computers

information storage and access
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PrOblem Solving SkiSkills

COmpetence: the ability to analyze systematically and sol_e
interpersonal, occupational and socio-political problems.

1.0 problem recognition/question-posing: ability to recognize those
conditions constituting interpersonal, occupational, and socio-

politIcal problems. 4

2.0 problem definition: ability-to analyze problem into constitutent

elements (goals/objectives, facts, opinions,-values, assumptions
beliefs, emotions, etc. ) and to describe their interrelationship.

3.0 missinginformation identification and acquisition: abilitito
recognize needed informetion, to classify,the infOrmation'in access

terms in terms of libraryorganization), to locate such
information (see Library Skills under "Infocmationiand Communic'

tion

4.0 SqVt101141 generation: ability to generate a-4de range of
without regard to feasibility or constraints.

5.0 projection of possible and probablec6sequences of solutions..,

6.0 solution selection: ability toxevaluate solutions in terms of
pragmatic constraints and pr Jected,consequences.

Evaluation:

onceftuallY

The :student. shall 001 faculty approval select, analyze,- and solve

conceptually, one each of aniinterpersonal occupational, .and sod_-
political problem. Demonstration may be in Writing, bralreport,
by role playi=ng or use of nonwrittenmaterials.
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THE HISTORY COMPETENCY PROJECT AT SANGAMON STATE UNIVERSITY
AN EVALUATION REPORT

By Robert G. Stakenas
The Florida State, University

ntroduct

My first acquaintance with the History Competency Project at

-Sangamon State University was experienced through reading documents

which described the intent and progress of the effort, The documents

were well written and possessed anappealing literary style. -Moreover,

these materials contained statements that seemed to indicate a clearly

,

emerging awareness of problemg associated with conceptualizing compe-

tencies.in the liberal arts in general,:and the discipline of history in

particular, The actual competency statements themselves, on the other

hand, seemed somewhat bland by comparison. Portidos of the competency

statements looked more like a-listing of content to be acquiredrather

than a description.of,a desired competency-based outcome. Most other

-portionscontained.statements that were technically appropriate and at

desirable levels of-higher mental processes.

Since preliminary reading-of project documents, I have been able to

interact with a Ieast a` dozen individuals,associated,With the'project.

including faculty members, tk instructional developer, and students. On

the basis of this personal contact, 1 have concluded that the written

documents do not adequately convey the intellectual richness and enthu-

siasm which permeates this project when it is observed first hand. This

is by way of saying that the Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary
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Edubation (F PSE), in my opinion, chose wisely when It decided to

support the Sangamon Stite UniVer5ity History_,Competency Project.

In addition to the quality of the faculty that I-had an opportunity

to meet, j found the conceptualization of the competencies lnd the

underlying rationale,(as revealed to me through discussion) For the B.A.

jirogram in history to-be an intellectually rich and logically sound way

in which.to describe and to think -about liberal studies and their relation--

ship to a particular discipline. As stated earlier, the intellectual

richness and rigor were notparticularly evident to me in the written

do6lonents which described the project. Itmaymell be that print

representation of an abstract conception of liberal studies, -when juxta-

posed with statements in competency terms, can never convey the same

feelings and depth'of-meaning that one can achieve through face-to-face

contact. Moreover, the faculty's decision to move broadly into the

liberal studies, ratherthan narrowly in'terris of the unique aspects of

history as a discipline, has been justified by the apparent wholeness.

and unity of the curriculum concept 'achieved tO date.

Given the intellectual richness and intellectual appeal of the

History Competency Project, several future - oriented questions come

mind. Can the present conception be translated frit° workable teaching/

learning strategies and assessments? How widely understood is this

conteptualizati -history and liberal arts competnce among all of

the-hiSto- acuity? Among faculty in other disciplines? AmoOT.-

administrators at Sangamon State? Are the operational implications o

competencybaSed curriculum really clear to the project staff? Is a

competency-based curriculum compatible with a course-based.
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curriculum_ What changes in faculty role_ behavior will be requi ed by a

competency -based program? Whether or not the History Competency Project

will attain its full potential will depend on=how each of these questions

is resolved. The remainder of this report will attempt to analyze the

present status of the project- in relation to these and other critical

questions.A formative evaluation done in this mahner will, opefully,

Trovide the basis for more effective planning and decision making in

both the short and the long term:

The Need to Analyze Assumptions Underlying Competency -Based Education

A careful analysis of early essays on the subject of-competency-

based edOcatio- tend to show an emphasis on the desirability and

the efficacy of granting degrees or credits on the basis of demonstrated

proficiency rather than time served'. Less evident are assumptions and

implications that address operational considerations such as changes in

faculty roles, the need for time-variable programming, and the need for

nontraditional-teaching/learning strategies. Let's consider some

pertinent examplec.

Can the goal of a three year B.,A. prorarn be met by a competencys

-based curriculum? The lnswer to this question can only be a non sequit-
J

given.birth by the miscegenation of MYWmetaphors. In more plains

language, the question begins with the,asSuMption lhat a B.A. degree

should be defined in terms of time units. Because this has been true in

traditional higher education for many -many years, it leads us to ponder-

,-

whether or not the time served can be shortened. Competency-based
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,education, on the other hands begins with an entirely different assump7

tion: degrees are to be awarded on the basis of demonstrated attainment

regardless of the time taken to acquire the necessary skill. Now that we

have broken free of the time. constraint, we are forced to ichltify or to

derive the desired competencies on the basis of underlying academic

and/or social values. However, we may find it difficult, if not,impossible,-

to compare outcomes generated by these differing approaches because the

competency-based outcomes may be radically different from time-based.

outcomes. If the outcomes are not comparable, then how can they be

equated? But there are other reasons for the non sequitur, also.

Because of the explicitness required by competency-based curricula,

we often discover gapt in conventional programs. As a result, competency--

based programs often, turn out to be more comprehensive and more. demanding

than time-based programs. Thus, if acceleration is to occur in competency-

based instruction, it will occur because: (1) learners are freed of the 7'

time base and therefore can. proceed at their own rate (which could be

A

faster orslewer) or (2) they_can Tktain_credit by examination for

skills learned elsewhere.

My-reasons-for raising these issues are two fold: (1):to draw

attention to the essential contradiction between time -based instruction

and competency-based 3earningLand (2) to urge you to reassess the

feasibility of expecting to shorten a 4 year-,B.A. degree to a.3 year

B.A. degree using competency -based curricula as the means. This is not

to say that it would be impossible. Rather, student progress. and

quality of student performance should be analyzed carefully to determine
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whether you can validly claim that you have in fact achieved a year

JmOgram for the "typical student." If you have not, then the "truth in

packaging" axiom should be applied.

Are time -based instructional stratgiel_clEpatiple wits competency

based instructional Strate-ies? _Most competency-based education projects

encounter a dilemma early on. Defining competencies, designing assets--

ment strategies, and developing effective learning padkages usually turn

out to be much more demanding and time - consuming than originally antici-

Oted.- As a result, implementation deadlines arrive without having

instructional and assessment systems fully in hand. The tendency is to

keep the program moving by arguihg that if faculty teach courses using

competenCy statements for objectives and the assessment_rotedures as:.

defined by the competency curriculum, then the final result will be the

same. This, of course, may be partially/true but only if certain'assump

tions are met. The first assumption it\that the instructor will gear

his own activity,toward helping the students acqujre the desired compe-

tencies, However, in order to do this, he must stop teachingiin the

traditional manner, i.e., by lecturing ..on by direCting student activity

most of the time. If the flow of studentlearning activity becomes

paced by the instructor, then the time variable advantage of competency-

based education is loSt.

Put another way, competency -basedinstruction is predesigned

instruction which,must satisfy certain bask conditions. The foremost

condition is that there be logicalConsiStenCy between,objectivas,,

learning materials, and assessment procedures:, Predesigned instruction

impliesAhat these three components havebeencheCked for logical
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consistency. In addition, predesigned instruction also implies that

alternative instruction strategies have been considered and the most

effective one chosen on the basis of its logical consistency with

objectives and assessment procedures. This is not likely to be the case

an instructor-led, group -based course. The choice of instructional!

strategy has. been made by default and will no doubt feature ''teacher as

teller" and/or "teacher as discussion leader." Lastly, -instructor-led,

group -based courses. compromise time flexibility and adaptability to

individual learning rates and therefore work against more efficient use

of time. If a course is scheduled to meet.three times per week for l5

weeks, activities will be planned so that the time requirement is met

eventhoUgh time needed by students to acquire and to demonstrate

required competencies Could be much less than that.

The important point, here is that falling back_ on the familiar,

comfortable course-based instructional format may-help you buy time as-

-you attempt to design competencies, assessment strategies, and learning

activities. But in doing so, you may actually retard your progress in

achieving a true time-variable, competency-based instructional program.

Put-another\way, an instructor-led, group -paced course compromises the

potential of\acomOetency-based curriculum This is not to imply that

teachers- should stop "telling" or "leading discussions" in competency-_,

.based education. They should "tell" --and "lead" Nit only when these are

tie most suitable alternatives for attaining a -given competency or

enabling skill. TinallY, instructor-led courses limit your ability

provide nontraditional instruction on the studens terms,' My bias
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shoUld be fairly evident by now: Students in the competency program

should have,a clear option that will, in fact, free them from.conven-

tionaT course structures.

InItructor role shifts required by competency-based evrricula.

Have you implicitly assumed that faculty under a competency.ba-ed

curriculum will continue to behave much,as they have done under a

traditional time-based curriculum? My reason for asking th-s question

stems from a number of observations which have led me to perceiVe that

you have not systematically analyzed the operational implieations\of a

competency-based-curriculum.

First of all, when instruction is discussed in project, dotumen
. \

it is usually done-in-the context a courses. and team teaching.\ ecdndly,

the advising colloquium is essentially a time-based, instructor -led
.

activity. Thirdly, there seems to be little evidence regarding the
. .

\

design or preparation of individualized learning packages.

Reading between the lines, I suspect that you have been so busy

conceptualizing history and liberal its competencies that operational

issues and procedural matters have not had an opportunity to become

salient cdncerns. Now that your competence statements have been expli-

cated, however, you need,to examine the philosophical and operational

implications of a competence curriculum visa-vis instructor roles. Le

\

me pose some questions to stimulate your inquiry.

1. Does a competency-based program need\to be time-variable in

order to be logically consistent with nderlying premises?

DoeS a cOMpetendy-based program need,tdbe individualized

in order to be logically consistent with underlying premiseS?!.
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the responses to questions 1 and 2 are affirmative, will

a time-variable, individualized curriculum require signifi-

cant role shifts on the part o history faculty?

Faculty role shifts required by a time- variable,icompetency -based

curriculum are-not difficult to deduce. Some of the shifts-c)uld be

characterized as follows.

From purveyor of information to .designer of learning packages and

facilitator of learning under carefully preclesignedconditions.

From academic advisor to mentor who helps a student judge whether

or not she/he is ready to stand -specific competency assessments, identify

deficiencies needing remediation, tutor specific substantive or skill

problems, refer students to other faculty for tutoring assistance, etc.

From evaluator of one's own students to evaluator of students of

other faculty.

If faculty are to function effectively in new roles implied by a

time-variable, competency-based curriculum it seems clear that they will

have to undergo specific kinds of faculty development much of which

would be done.in collaboration with Sangamon's Instructional Development

Office.

Although, it is not directly related to faculty role change, another

question which the history faculty will need to consciously consider is:

4. GiVen the unique discontinuities which a time-variable,

competency -based curriculum may create for many students, will

the history faculty, therefore, need to maintain a traditional,

time-based program for some majors and most nonmajors?
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Student advisin in com e enc -based e ucation. I hive reserva-

tions regarding the advising colloquium's effectiveness in aiding

student progress. I pursued this issue with, two current students.

Judging from their comments it seems clear that a student cannot go

through the B.A. competency program without a great deal of clarifi-

cation of competencies aryl guidance. Moreover, one of the students felt

that the advising colloquium was not fully effective because: (1)

faculty did not follow through on issues that were raised; (2) faculty

tended to move ahead faster than Xe students were able to follow.

Point number two (2) suggests that faculty did what faculty usually do--

they,take the initiative to insure that "relevant content" is covered.

Once again we come hard up-against the basic issue of using a

group-based approach,to deal with a pr 'obleni that is essentially indivi-

dualized and therefore, time-variable. Due to differences in student

background experiences, learning rates, and substantive interests, few

students would display the same specific problem.atthe same time. Yet

this appears to be a basic premise Of a group-based approach. Faculty

need to be oriented to the purposes and techniques of "advising" students

about the meaning of competencies and how to approach students as

individuals rather than as a class. This is another oneof those role

shift problems which faculty need help with.)

Document Co- e _encies Assessmen and Learnin Pac a

to Insure Transferability _

The operation of an instructional program can be greatlyfacili-

tated if materials and procedures exist in clearly documented form.
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Moreover, procedures which, are in clearly documented , printed_

form are-more readily transferable to others desiring to know about or

to use aAiven method or procedure. Why this s the case will be taken

up in the discussion which follows.

Translation of competencies into instruction-and assessment.

Although this project has made an effort to state required competencies

in written form, the quality and quantity of the documentation and

:description varies a great deal from one section of th'e.competencies to

another. Formal properties of competency statments are not at issue

here. What is at issue is the verbal-clarity of statements that faculty

and students are to understand and to apply. If competency statements,

assessment procedures, and learning materials are not clearly stated in

printed form, then several undesirable outcomes could occur: (1) teaching/

learning activities may be inefficient and not particularly effective

beeause the procedures used may not be logically consistent with each

other; (2) students. may obtain differing interpretations of competencies

and assessment procedures and standards 'from' different- faculty if documen-

tation is ,),,ague or nonexistent; (3) students may come to,depend unneces-

sarily on oral explanations by faculty thus resulting_n less than

optimal use of faculty time and retardation 'of student progress.

The long term success and dissemination of the History Competency

Project, then, will depend on the careful writing' and production of a
. 0

print document which describes the competencies, assessment procedures,

and the instructional materials and/or procedures for acquiring the

competencies. Without_an effective. written'document describing these

three fundamental elements, the diffusion and operation of the program



will ha4b,to depend on an'Oral tradition which is neither efficient nor

particularly effective. Thus, a comprehensive student/faculty manual

0
will be the principal means-th rough which faculty at commulity colleges

and within the history program at 580 will have ready access to the

concepts and the Means of the program. In addition, students will be

able to begin and move toward satisfying competendes-More quickly

because the presvee of a facult 3. member will not always be needed to

describe what is.to be done. I suspect that the advising .celloquium was

created in large part tc meet this student need, and, as a short term

solution, mayjlave been the only feasible alternative. to the long run,

however, a carefully,written'student/facUlty manual describing-compe-:

tencies, assessments, and learning packages will be the critical element

which-will coordinate diemination and implementation efforts of

faulty and students.

rn summary, a= useful student/faculty study guide should:-
I- ,

Let the student knoW the .goals-ibt-th4-p-rogram

2. Let him/her know (a) what, knowledge and competendes he /she

responsible for and (b)-how he/she will Ue,expected t, deumrstra e

them;

Let the student know how the-finaT.grade will be dor- mined;

Let the student know the equivalency of a specific competency and

comparable course credit;-

5. Let the student know (a) where to be n and (b) where to go neld,

t the-student know how co access needed learning materials,.ete.;

the student know what, if any, learning, options are' Open;
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Coordinated ,
it

The myriad of details required to prepare and implement a compe-

tency-based degree program should be evident to you Now that compe-
(

tency statements are taking shape, effective implementation will require

detailed specification of what remains to be done in each competency
. ;

area, developing assessment procedures, and training-faculty to serve as

assessors or jury members.

The ambiguityjnvolved fin deducing competency statements may'have

been a curse and a blessing this past year When:issuesare ambiguous,

delays-can often be rationalized. as, time needed for reflection and

penetrating analysis. The ambiguity of early stages is a curse in that

progress is so painfully slow and frustrating; it is a'blessing because

there is no standard available -or judging whether progress is .behind

schedule, ahead of schedule, or On scheddle. Now, however, conceptual:I-

zation and issue identification have developed well enough so that stepS

remaining to be done are more evident both in substance and in terms of

time demand.

Work patterns and tegies that were appropriate, or at

acceptable, in 1974-75 will probably not be adequate in 1975-76 if the

projOct is to stay on schedulo and adequately test, its conceptual basis.

Instructional development tasks needing to be done include:

Elaborate in writing each competency statement so tha

faculty and students can comprehend



_Sign:assessMent 'OrocedUreS-..--f6F-. aldh;trompetetity tlateMent....
.:. . , .

..... .
..... _

Develop jury. strategies and trai -411 faiulty involved-to-use-
. __:

-the6;

Develovlearning packages so that students who-are on-

off-campUs can :proceed to acquire competencies without need.

for frequent contact with faculty;

Clarify PurpOses of mentoringli.e., advising) an( train

faculty how -to -do

Develop.a media or mat rials selection model'for creating

'learning packages (e.g given =a spetific competency statement'

can it be learned- most effectively through,::- reading print?

hearing:a lecture? participating in a discussion? -choice

a. reading list? "other. nonprint media? or some combina-

tion of the alternatives?);

Define what would appear to-be the-proper relationship

.between competencies and individualized-learning packages,

between competencies and specific courses;

Publish a student/faculty manual ,.which contains informatJon

about items 1-7.

Each of th activities listed above (and any others you wish to

add) shoed be incorporated into timeline charts that will identify

targeted beginning and ending dates. The time-line chart should

reflect logical sequencing of activities and identify-who is to be

responsible for what. LastlyistiMeone should monitor actual progress

anciconvafe it to the projected tiieline to see if things are being
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pleted as expected. if tasks fa.l1 behindschedul- readjustments

-have to be made.

Creating timelines is often a traumatic experience because it

.makes explicit all tasks needing to be completed.- HoW in the world will

all of the needed work ever get done? Failure to be. explicit, however,:

is a sure. way to allow :progress to depend on hit or miss taskassign-

ments and'teSults in the loss of precious time. Preplanning .and

fill management will be the key to getting all the work'done.thatjleedS

to be done in 1975-7'

Need nsti t mai -Visibil it and Sa

.01n several occasions comments wertHirede,by Sangamon faculty which

suggested that the History Pkject was simply being tolerated by the

uPper-adMinistration,- There seems to be. evidence to support this. the

administration seems to be preoccupied with its own concerns given ,

.indications, of -pressures from within and pressures from without as

_reported in Sangamon's Self-Study Reports. ,

-----
,if this perception-is-coif6ot, then steps need to be taken to make

ImplrEations of competency-based education more salient in the minds

of the central administration.. For without an under-standing of and

coninitrnent o competency-based education at all levels of the institut-

ion, diffusion of 'this curricular concept within the institution is-

likely to be greatly impeded.

One possible means for estatestablishing a communications link between

the project and the upper administration would be to create an--advisory



group for the History Project. Its membership should include someone

(or two) at the dean's leVel, some program coordinators in prestigious

academic areas, and some faculty. The purpose of this group-would Wto

serve as a-sounding board and as a legitimizing agent. . That is, prior

to making eguests for policy changes that e.ght require changing the

transcript or.other relevant academic policy, the proposed ah4Iges

should be shared with the ddvUory group to obtain their advice' before

.gotng,to the actual decision making person or. body thD-t: have to

pass on therequest.

Another purpo for this group could be to serve as an internal

jury to judge the worth of the new progra6 The. History Project would

provide the advisory group with whate.Or evidence it requested.

,
.

By having a key dean or-tWoind other officers nigh in tie administra-

on-on-tliCadvisory panell-you.not only begin to develop broadly
based,

legitimacy but also a group of. prestigious individuals whd can serve as

,
infaiTontsjand hopefully as-advoCates',for your project) to the central

administration. Remember that seVeralcfthem shOUld. be chosen. because

of their access.-to the:top:levels of the*SSUadministration.Also, given

your desire to link with thecomMunity'colleges, an officer fromAincoin

Land or ICC would be an appropriAe choice for membership on the advisory-

group.

,An.advisory group with the prope- makeup could.provide the History

Project with the visibility, legitimacy, c. -edibility, and advocacy it

will need if it is to be effectively disseminated into other programs

within the university.



'Int naliza 'on of ns ctional-Supp SerVices,

Stabilizing the fa e of Instructional_ Development Office, I am

troubled by structural instability. of _the organizational locttion of .

yOur Instructional Development Office. The-fact that it is t,-!ing MoVed.

frequently- is suggestive of several symptoms, One is that higher-level

administrators danot- understand the purposes of the Office and how it

relates to the goals of the University. If key administrators do not

Understand how the Office can directly support instructional and academic

programs, then they are not likely to be strong supporters or advocates

for it. Another possibility is that key administrators understand the

purpose of the 'Unit but do not value what it stands for.: In all likeli--

hood, commitment to support the unit will stem from a clear understanding

ofwhat instructional development is and a firmly.held belief that the-

IDO can really help the faculty, to achieve the Univf:Tsity's mission.

In any event, I urge you to determine who is. an- outspoken advocate:.

for the-100.. If you can name none, then you need to begin' cultivating

the--most prestigious and most powerful ones you can find. IDO.persohnel--

also need t© determine whether or not key - decision makers underitand-the

purposes of the unit and how these purposes can be-achieved. If these

decision makers presently do not understan the IDO's mission, then IDO

staff will have to take WhateVer time is needed to "educate" these

decision makers. If IDO staff members five not been doing so, they need,

to begin to brief and update their supervising officer on a regular

basis. They should try to show how the IDO will make a difference in

the short and the long term.



1 1

The IDO may also have to broaden its prOjec \base. If all or most

f its efforts go into the History Project, dther programs may-come -tb.

perceive that the IDO is off-limits to.them, one or two proje-ts in some

Other key areas could help to broaden the Ms power base and the

number of advocates who will defend and support it.

I would like to urge-MO staff to review the Proposed Guidelines

for Programs and. Clusters to identify respOnsibitities assigned either

to the VPAA or to the Dean of Academic Programs. The,pufpose of the

review would be to identify proposed responsibilities for these two-

officers which the IDO logically and technically could service. Exampl

of this would-be:

-Item D.1, page 5 - "Maintaining and improving the quality

of Program faculty performance . .

Item 0.2, page 5 - "Preparing faOulty growth and. development

plans- that define the program and individual faculty member

needs .

Item 1.(a), Job Description of DAP - ". . lead degree programs

and faculty in planning and co-ordinating program curriculu

courses of study, and methods of instruction .

Item DeScription of DAP -

ilevelOpment
if

fost,A. faculty

I believe the most logical place for_the 100 would be under either

the VPAA,or the DAP because an IDO'needs legitimization and support from

this level if. it is to have any impact. Moreover, by locating the IDO

under one of these officers, the IDO can assist him to plan and carry

A
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out-large scale programs of faculty developmenti curriculum revision,

etc. One of the drawbacks of getting involved in this kind of support

would be having to spend more time on adMinistratiVe tasks in contrast

to instructional development tasks dealing with projects such as'Histary.

However, this-may be a necessary trade-off in order to institutionalize

the.I00 in a place that can allow this unit to really make-aidifference.

Whatever you do, don't just sit back and expect someone else to:deyour

talking for you.

Institutionalization of other suppartservices. If the.History

Competency Project and others like it are to flourish, they will need to

be supported by a multimedia learning resource center which is ;capable

of delivei-ing indiVidualized instruction, and an assessment center which

administers individualized tests on student demand. Whether or net'the

present LRC should expand to Accommodate one or both of these functions-

should be debated. Right now, my. understanding is that LRC staff,see

their primary mission as one of providing remedia) instruction in basic

,skills. .-This is a legitimate and important purpose and, if well dOne,

should create a large student and faculty demand, ftso, then-the're

will be insufficient time to distribute multimedia materials in other

content areas or to handle individualized testing. Only the most

committed facility will choose to impleMentindividualized assessment if

they or-their-program must be directly responsible for implementation

An assessment center and broadly conceptualized LRC' would also be

needed support mechanisms for any serious attempt to increase nontradi-

tional study--one of the mandates of U.

If the University is serious about its Mandates, then carefu

planning need$ to be done to ascertain the kinds of support requirements
1



-that will be needed by faculty in order to meet them; and support

usually translates into manpower and equipment. Given the state of

austerity in American higher education, providing support ser ices for

.

nontraditional forms of study such as external and/or competency-based

degree programs will require careful scrutiny of priorities aid cunseipus

,resource allocation to honor them.

Conceptualiza a Dissemination oce Sangamon State Univ'ersi

On several occaSions,,during-ty 'visit to Sangamon State University

in June; Len Adams expressed-concerns about how -to_46 aboUtAisseminating

the concept of a competency-based cur AculoGsince thi's Was one of the

commitments made -under the FIPSE grant), Len' -C6rr rents also suggested_

that the History Project staff had'nOt conceptualized a Model for
/

disseminating project results-:

The study'of innova dliffusion in education is of relatively

e are some excellentmritings now available and Irecent origin. T

will recomm them to you with annotated. comments. A careful readin

and y of their contents should help you deSign some, sound

strategies for motivating other faculty to do what you have done.

I.have attempted to develop an analytic model for planning diffu

sion strategies and have-attached an outline of it for your use. Please

note that the model relies heavily on the writings of Everett M. Rogers.

The concepts which I felt most important were those-dealing with:

(1) lability tangible prototype as the object of diffusion;,,

(2) analysis of norms and rewards affecting potential adopters;

(3) nature of the social system involved; (4) and the use of
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legitimate authority. As you review this two level strategy, please

bear in mind that it was developed fOr a large, research and

publ= ions oriented university during a time of relative affluence. On

the other/hand, I believe the analytic strategy is sound and, if done

carefully, shOuld help you to analyze your situation at SSU and to

evolve a strategy that is more closely tied to your circumstances NOw

L__for the other references.

1. , Everett M Rogers. "The Communication of Innovations

in a Complex Institution." Educational Record, Winter

1968, 4; 67-77.
\ 1

a paper, Rogers applies his model to colleges and universities

\

in gene jt is a very readable paper but may lack sufficient detall
-

concerni g speCific cOncepts. A thorough discussion of these ,concepts

be founci in the publication by Rogers and Shoemaker listed next.

Everett M ,Rogers and F. Floyd Shoerker. Communication

of innovations: A Cross-Cultural oach (2nd Ed.).

New Yprk: Free Press, 1971.

The authors review many research studies dealir?g with r different

kinds of innovatidns. Although there are few studies rePdrted on the

diffusion oflinnovatons in education, the reader can begin\to get a

good.feel,'for critical variables14hich can afTfc 't the adoption of an

innovation. The discussion of characterist cs of innovations,As extreme y
. \

-useful for analyzing their\ potential for diffusion. Basic concepts

include: relative advantage; compatibility; observability; complexity;

and trialability. This chapter is a must for anyone seriously consider-

ing the deSign of a dissemination strategy.
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H. G. Barnett. -nnovation: The BaSiS of Cultural Ch e.

McGraw-Hill, 1953. (Now available4n paperback)

Barnett's book identifies many concerts which Rogers and Shoemaker

build on in their text. The book is written from ,tl e. perspective of an

anthropologist; this provides a contextual richness which is v luable.

The discussion of the need for a prototype is especially important.

However, the reader is left to create his own systematic model

4., (,,John Pincus. "Incentives for Innovation in the Public

S'Chools." Review of Educational) Research. Winter 1974

Vol. 44, No. 1, pp 113 -144.

This is one of the few attempts to analyze barriers and incentives

to innovation in *ducation The author's conclusions are sobering and

should encourage you to do some hardnosed reality testing as you develop

your own strategy for .diffusion;

5. Ronald G. Havelock. IttSharieA:_enovatiOn

in EdUcatfon. Educational Technology Publications, 1973.

I have included this reference-because it describes and discusses-

technical roles that are needed.in-the diffusion' process. This selection

would be highly relevant for Judd Adams and others in the Instructional

Development Office.

A final note of caution is in order. If you want t begin your

diffusion strategy fromstrength,-you will need to have a tangible

prototype for Others to observe. Selling an idea is much more difficult

than selling a:concrete example of that idea. This is another reason

why you need to. complete documenting competencies learning packages,

and assessment procedures (as discussed earlier) before launching,a



diffusiOn campaign. I,believe you-will also need to have many more

students enter and complete the program in order to be in'a defe, lble

position. If nut, what will you say if someone asks, "How do-the

students like your competency-based program? How many typica ly enroll ?"

These are questions that speak-to the issue of relative advantage: Why-

should anyone do' all the work needed to create a competency-besed program

if few students enroll?

The History Competency Project's Assets

he tone of this report would not be balanced without a resume of

the assets which I believe the project possesses. First of all, there

the intellectuallbality of the faculty associated with the project.

This includes-both historiansand instructional developers. Secondly,

the conceptualization of liberal arts competencies and their relationship'

to field of history appears to be intellectually rich and intellec'-

tually rigorous. As such, this conceptualization.will proVido a sound

bass, for this project and future'projects elsewhere, for program

design and development. Although much remains to be done, the progre--

todate is highly commendable in my opinion,:

The institutional setting and components within it also should be

viewed as assets. The History Project has a lot going for it because of

the mission assigned to Sangamon State University. This includes the

-Oh priority assigned to teaching as well as mandates referred to in

self-study reports and the LIng_Ran:eicPlan. Mandates
which you

can legitimately cite in support of your project include: (1)- promotion



and implementation of educational. ihnovation;and nontraditional study;

(2) establishing productive : ,,ithcommUnity-colleges; {3) integ a

tion ftt6 liberal a-t 1. arts.'

he.North CRntra Association visitation team expressed concern

about maintaining standards of quality because of open admiSsions and

.

other factors. Your project has an opportunity to addressthi.;'issue

a 'number of ways; and if you provide an
acceptable response, you can --

parlay that into an asset.

The project has demonstrated resourcefulness in its attempts to

problem solve. I believe this to be true for at least two reasons: (i)

project staff are open-minded and of an inquiring nature; (2) they have

taken opportunitie's to see other projects, to attend Conferences, and to

search the literature. (Obse-vatiorf of,ot er projects should be continued

if at all possible.)

The project has funds provided by FIPSE to enable it to do things,

such as course and assessment design, that fIrdi

to a,:lack of time. (These are scarce resour0.

r.annct be done due

em wisely so that

you have a_tangible inheritance of materials and documented procedures

when these funds are no hnger available.)

And finally, Sangamen State bniversity has establiShed instructional

support units which are essential for the design and iffplementation of

Competency-baSed education. Here I am referring to the Instructional

Development Office and the learning Resource Center. Although these

units are minimally staffed, they ronetheless provide invaluable support

that will be essential for sho-rt term success; and just as important,
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they provide a precedent for the future should competency,based education

take hold and begin to flourish.

Conclusion

Given the assets described above, I am hopeful that FIPSE will see

o fund your efferts main. In my opinion, the progress echieVed

toda e _.is clearly worthycf-continued-support.

Attachment: One
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BACKGROUND OF TS PROBLEM

Why a slosi e

A STRATEGY FOR CHANGE HIGHER ED CATIGN1

R.G. takena§

Florida State University

for change in-high dUcati9n?

Criticism and withdrawal of "public Support

Evaluation and research suggest that presint form is nol.onger adequate,-

An Observation: The Univehity is like a vOderiess_ship going out to open se

-=- . at full speed. How can we change its course?

The objective:

e

To enable facility to .apply the systems, approach to dgsiining instruction

and use instructional technology (wherefappropriate) to reach desited,

socially relevant goaii.

stages in the 'ecisiOrrprocess2:-

awareness

a new idea

Rogers'

3'
qf

interest in evaluation ,

it gaining a fav-

rable attitude)

lainen

(1) an innovation

(2) comiunicated

(3) to 'Members of a social System

small scaie

trial

who 4.dopt

over a _period'

titne

Symposlum:. Planned ,Change in High r Education. Presentd at the annual meet=

National neiety for Programmed Instruction, New Orleans, La.4.March 15, 197/

Everett M. Rogers. "The Communication of Innovation in a Comple% Institutio

Educational Record winter= 1968, pp. 5777.



Modification of Rogers' stageS to include phases for system level change and the

innovation decision process:

2

perception system level

of the need change

for change,

4nfUsion of development

ideas of prototype

models on-site

RELEVANT PRINCIPLES AND ANALYSIS

iriciple One If the innovation does not requice the individual, to violate traditional

beliefs and normative behavior patterns of the social systems of which he

is a member, then adoption of the innovatiocis a personal decision and he

is the direct target for change (e.g.,. choice'of a text-book, use of AV

equipment on a voluntary basis, etc.

evaluation small scale widespread

gaining a --+..trials already' adoption or

favorable completed ' , rejection

attitude.

Principle moo{ If the Innovation- requires the individual to violate traditional beliefs

and normative behavior patterns of the social systemi of which he is a

member, then adoption of innovation, will be mediated by these social

smems; therefore, the social systems become the direct target for change



AnalySii Oi -th-e situatiori

The Innovation

Desired

Application of :he

systems approach and

instructional tech-

nology to teaching

and learning on a

campus-vide basis.

e

The Individual In- The System Involved:

volved: The Professor

Tradition of being the Lack of role differentia

expert . teaching;

research;

Conflicting loyalties to: service

the discipline;
Reluctance to apply strong

the department;
influence on individuals

the university to work cooperatively to-

Tradition of academic ward consensual goals

freedom

The University

Autonomy in goal

setting

Human needs for prestige

a d status

Belief that the class-

room, is private and

sacrosanct

Stated reward system sup-

portive of research and

publication*

Prediction

Given the nature

of t" inovation,

char_ Astics of

the individuals, the

traditions, and the

social system, do

you predict ready or

reluctant adoption

of the innovation?

Concl.mion! Campus-wide adoption will reqqird system level change that is supportive of

individual faculty member .change and adoption.

fl

Logan Wilson, The Prof: r a1 His Roles." He .est s that except in a forileating

institutions 10% of the f6,717. account for 90% of a .Tnarch and publication,,, A

recent survey at Florida StaL University reported tit o the faculty say that the

single most important- factor keeping them from improving instrtim is lack of Time due

to other"responsibilities; 20% said that,their
departments'wouh not reward ther

course ,improvement.



III. A TWO LEVEL STRATEGY FOR CHANGE: PROMOTING SYSTEM CHANGE TO PROMOTE ADOPTION OF.INNOVATION--
\

Assumption: System change requires potent use of legitimate authority

Level System Cha

Level Two: iafusion

Infusion of new ideas

and development and

evalunion of proto-

types

Use of Legitimate Authority by

the Administration

Undesiracle

Apply pressure to\adopt

innovation by administrative

fiat

Many instances of poor

goodness-of-fit due to

premature' decisions and

administrative pressure

to itiovate

S1.11,7]u required to
T. Drmanence of

caiptons

Desixable

Apply pressure for change at

the policy level, e.g., new

grading systems, credit by exam,

evaluation of faculty, rewards for

teaching, etc. ----

Apply pressure for role

differentiation

Allocate -resources to support

role differentiation including

pregige and material rewards

Research and development Provide resources to develop

of prototypes with daring -+ and evaluate prototypes and

,
innvative faculty to support adoption //

Discrete limited adoption Campus-wide adorion



OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

Rogers$ recommendations,: Establish and legitimize a self-renewal unit'
*

_ _

Requirement- for this unit:

Organizationally tied to the central administration chief officer

be a vie president or report directly to a vice isident.

2. css adequate time and resources to develop and diffuse pr totypes.

Have the complete support- of the central administration

nelate,

:,:if7reneyal unit_should contain two.professional.roles:_f, _instructional__ _

(2) evaluator.

To maintain credibility with administrators, these professionals need to know,

think, and speak th management game; be able to generate resource allocation

alternative6; assess cost-ef!eetivenesz;,know the nature of academic policy;

knOw how to work around chr, no-no's in academia; function effectively in apolitical

area when neee5sary.

A tuggested starting place with potential for tigh payoff: The high enrollment course

1. Instruction. problems most prevalent here. Logisitics involved in guiding,

testing, evaluating, reinforc1ng, Pnd tutoring many students.

2. Greater return for the invesment.both to students and th reourcs invested

in the development proct.

(1

everal such units already eiist. They can be found at Syracuse, Michigan Ste, Michdn,

Florida tat. BrighamHloung,,FloGill,'Northeastern University, just to mention a few. It

would be intoro5ting tc know how many of them are ties closely to the cejntral amiistration

rvi are working on probidls of system change.

- . - . . = -



EXAMPLE OF IN-COURSE COMPETENCY DEVELOPMENT

General Breakdc,wn, History 250
Spring, 1973

Weeks

#2

#3-11

012-16

#16

Course introduction, discussion on meti ds, purpose
of history

, Introduction to "contemporary" history themes and
library

a. Organized summary, and comparison contrast of
Cochran & Miller and Von Laue

b. Time discussions
c.___Nugent_essignments
d. Tests: week 5 or 6, a summary bf Cochran and/or

Von Laue
week 11 or 12, comparisOn and contrast of

Cochran and Vora Laue
e. Compilation of bibliography on topic of student's

choice, due 12th week

a.. Discussions of themes raise by Barraqingli
b. Time discussions
c. Essay on students' topics, due week 14
d. Test: week 15, over Barraclough themes and their

relationship to Time, Cochran, and yon Laue

Course review, grades, status rcr/orN1 final week)

0

GENERAL INFORMA'

31 class meetings (+ final exar,:t period).

Proposed 15 trips to ICC by SSU

TR-64dfd& -Nugent,Greative History .

Cochran and Miller, IhAg:aagELpripq
Von Laue,.WhvLininT Why Stalin
Barraclough -. An Introduction to Contemporary_History

Time magazine

Student. assignments -i

1. Nusent prof
2. Book review summaries- 3 ids page)
3. Book critiques - 3 (141age
4. Essay examination - 3
5. "Annated" bibliograrihy
6. Short "research' essay (c 6 pages

C.
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ROOTS OF CONTEMPORARY HISTORY MY

Spring 1975

"Competences" Essential to the Study of History

The student will demonstrate proficieicy in the following areas:

1. Research and_analytical skills

a. Use of the library
-card catalogue'
-periodicals indexes
-bibliographies and other reference matriols
-overnment documents
-interlihrarq loans

h Analysis of secondary sources
-delineate theses
-test validity of conclusions

-weigh paradoxical evidence
-examine sources

-test the author's objectivity
-indicate place of wor'r: in the historiography of the tope

( lot o udeots this area will have to include workbn basic

reading techniques: ntl ining, "digging", cluostioning)

c. Analysis of primary se (letters; diaries, memoirs, gaTornment
publications, artifacts, voting,statistics, etc.)
-test these in context of existing secondary source interpetations
-denote an'.' paradoxo7, among theprimary- sources and rsolYe these

paradoxes (if possi:-Ie

d. Quest, ion Aking

2. Historical witing

a. Special gr'amar proNlems
-the past tense
-the act ';e voice

b. Chronology as the fundamental organizat'-ial tool

C. Esgays (exam)

84



d. The various types of papers
-book critit,e
-bibliographic essay
-research essay
-research paper (thesis)
-historical reporting (of contemporary events)

Historiography (Li-opniAmerican/Asian/Latin America

a. Apply this krowled,7 to' secondary source analysis

b. Apply this prir,ory source analysis

Apply this to own interpretations of historical events

Historical subject matter

a. The events, topics, issues in the history of the world in the
last three 'centuries

Develop interpretations of these by applying all of the above-
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tr.s missioNAR1 SfOuL

SOUTI KOREA

Eastern "Nloal.t_ci (ions"
KoicA.s Ptesident Park

Chung 11 et: iris maintarned that
cr---sty lc ota,

tbork trt South Kohn 1th eet tan.. 1-ast-
ern .-mixitlicattons in recent week:,
Park ha:given a graphic demonstration
of what he rucrins After a hrief eri ,l
of ela ionduilugcEf t=tome 1-1t!, po-
ittit__:,1 prisoners V.':

ort hat) c'41r 7' 0.

41-le t raCkjk)V1 :

11C:11,1:IP:HIS s-,) V, CO- L-11 SOW
Koreans cow/a:Ica Commo-
nNs I- zist car seri-
teit,:eJ the men to death cot Coo

! cpireti Iii o,.eithio the kaat.erntt,ent
entsc-tart,in?, anti-Palk dernowatationt,
Early Ohl month the supreme court up-
rt+7.1 01, c7fT3
gutter TTICO were cxe,...iited

At the
on the chief center% ta:s
gw,ernntent the cli,a and I.,,I' -it-
Sat e i hi co of Seoni's pe,t- it (:
csta [Jo mist. o vile' a; tested on va'ao
ch.irges -11;13tisiti2;- t-.11c tr;,-)neL11,
contributions Ilium Wa.-1-.t Ciet:ek
(Seven 11S d:Trd..1

aod = Ettoittst the 1; me,
1

Liter release- t A -- :o:en Ili. .1110
uniserstitcs ni and otol,nl:,:oul

mote than 2(a) audelit s 5k cte.
arrested It tititang I t t','s downfall Ow,

cotrinotte,1
eting Itten.w;fon the earn pie,

tiiiket!,sty HQ left
note to Pre-st dent he
the sitcil;e of the ni.Ksei ct for
ythir ret'nte "

Ilic latest ICrICY;c.4 tilt:manes le,

fleet new eleMents of uncertainty with-
in the Park government. South Korea,,-+:
was genuinely shocked that the U.S. did
no' interveCc 10 prevent the collapse o
South Viet f' am and Ca nak-Idia. Even
though tern still maintains 40,1_430.
troops and keeps tactical nuclear wean,
ons in the country n-- defense against a
possible :_._re is concern Over
the strength --_- tne American eciiunit-
ment. :19 '1 the U S. has
given only $792 million a promised
$1.5 billion for moii_lerriving Scours
armed ((ACC:,

nCy(-Md there have been some
uasettling eii;.:==nters with the often

ciingZiiiSTIC7N:aber- rattling North. Last
mOn t .irefights broke out 'hen two flo-
tillas of North Korean patrol boats' vim-
tured along the South's coastline: Then,
adding credence to the South Korean
claim that the North's Prestint:
11 Surg is berTriaigi:essar,.., two tun-
11-M7-apparently Intended for use by
North Kol can guerrillas, were discov

Iered in the southern half of the demil-
itarized zone that separates the tO

:1 countries. Last week Park warned anew
of an invasion by the Nor th's 00.000-
man army (the South's army totals 600,-
OM pointing oat that Kim 11 Sung was
about to fly to Peking, s it ere e
petted to ask for arms aid.

Acute Shortages. To ztiss-;-Ients in
the South, Park's warnings are only an
excuse to repress political activity. Said
Kim Young Sam, 48, leader of the op-
position Democratic Party: "Essentially,
President Park's claim of an imminent
military threat flour the North is a sub-
terfuge for ensuring the longevity of his
regime," Kim Young Scim's judgment
could land him a sevco-,2ear prison sen:
tence under a law that for i:als "slander .
oars libelous remarks agathst
state'' to foreign media. Yet many
tiers of the Seoul establishmeht private-
ly agree with him.

U.S analysts also tend to mini 1

the liketTlio7;T71- ,
it try adventure' Presideni
nomic policy- has suffered from acute
tor tages-ol-foreigrreurrerrcy7Enrryfer.-r------

more, China, which would have to aid i

'En in any iho asion Of the Singh, L:h:t1L.
not want a costly war, It would h-

im only tax the Chinese ceonorhy hut
would the hated Soviets a c'xii-W
to increase their influent:: in East Asia_

These argumcms are Heady 10.,1 nil i.

:ark, even thou-I he is wc11awate that
c.xaci:y 15 years ago last week ina5sive
student protests foroed the overthrow of
the dictatorial li:inginan i'aik
m1p,11z twat sfrenglien his position by

(Ii:!:;(1L-Ws

e,tdy tea

lint t u l . N-Ic.1-
IY.MC.rilierh of 1' ark's t!inL,
Republic :in Pa,!), I., t t k began tie-
).-qim;s:Alionotlicr i :t .0 thQi,,..,1-

y% rite! .,711 new law
Mac impose star pen:Lilies on
"i0,c4,1 . errrnino is,"

1975



ROOTS OF "C.ONTENPORARY HISTORY

Time Magazine Take Home Essay:

Analysis and evaluation of "South Korea: Eastern Modifications'

1. list and riefly define key words and concepts.

2. list majo facts and sources; distinguish public from private fP?..ts

3. list major opinions (of author)

4. state any ci, elusions made in article

5. state any cotelysions you would draw from article

6. list the type- of evidence used in article
_

7. list the types-\ of evidence, if any, vhich should have been used in

writing the article, but possibly were not covered

8. list the steps y would use to validate .(determine the accuracy of)

the facts in 112 bOve .

9. what assumptions_ nd values aretefleeted inthearticie

10. briefly, in 50 wo_0s or less, discuSS the relation ofthe at icle-to- bv,.

themes in the coure'e

11. what inference wool you draw from

(a) any accompanyilg photographs

(b) location of th article_ in the magazine.
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You have solved most of the problems of overwriting and have used short clear

sentencer, with only occasionallY awkwrd litasihg. However, the m-ijer arguments

do not seem to have been worked out. One (1) needs more than

a general statement that China Iractbeen chaned drastically by its contact with

the West. Other societies (India, Ceylon, Kenya, etc.) suffered from

an even more direct ;-!estern Imoaet but have not underone revolution. !either

poverty aloe nor Wef,tern intruSion alone created conditions for revolution.

aa r-ILAS a ±Ipec.ific treatent of the', breakdowa in societv -,174dn- Chiants

iule, and outline flf political and economic and social weaknesses with so.e

meatire of were fro,' t)einz! ,:olved by either Chiang' government

or a bettc n-C-o:-au nit one.

Promigr., 2 - You effer no evidence r ,-1den'6 conditions have beer fulfilled.

Where was the u that that larAe masses of people wre

desperate tar cft-nge LC) occur?

Premise 3 - not di'.cussed

Premi'4: 4 not djscuscd

On Vietn. -i-;% are the 5.ndication:5 that a society is "diseased"? Failure to

reform land hal dn; miy 11a evidcurf- corruption, conservatism, wartim damans

or a host of other reasons.. BY telf it is not evidence of a social breakdown.

lack or (.---;-lcation ho a nrohir_ but it is not evidence of deeaF. The 1.960

Coup wa:s achieved by a You could -ho',:yer elim that the

Coup people in large tars displayed, rat last,- their hostility to Diem and

joy at his overthrow.

Thr: war created miser,/ but -;-mat conditions created the war? That old or new

situation:, did Lhe Vietua:nese leaders face? What did they cope with; whero lid
they fail? What arc the contradictions within the ruling groups? P,etwfan thoe-

group aa other ro ir :Jci.-,-ty? You seem to be stressing thc war as an .event,

not a revolutionari strnle'!,,o-lt is not clear from your writing Vietnam

was chnsen a a eonLI-a,t thii

This shouid -b..: redone -lore aU.-tion to following the question elfl

each part and it :-1 agreeing or -icagreeing with Belden Jn.',thc

basis of the eidenee.
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EXMLE OF IN-COURSE COKPETECY DEVELO1Ni

IORTAIT - HISTORY kDNDUM

FOR SPRING 1975

HIS 452 ROOTS OFCOEEORARY HISTORY II

Taught by: Chris Breiseth

The course will analyze several interpretations of

world history, including theories regarding the origin

of human society, the development of nation states and

tie increasThg Incerdependeitce of the world's peoples.

Readings include works by Karl Marx Sigrnund Freud)

W]liarn McNil Barrington Moora W.E.B. DuBois, Hann

Arendt and AkLri irtyt.
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452 'ROOTS OP IISTOR4

Book List In Order of F eading-

Karl allunist .c

2. Sigmund Frel.; Civilization and .Its' Discontents

Hannah Arendt, On Revolutio

4. Barrington Moore, Social Origins of 211.3i1=LLE_n.
Lord and Peasant in the Makin& the 'od rn wor

Akira I iye, Across Pad

W.E.B.,DuBois, The World and

7. William McNei . , The Rise of the West

ica



.Summarize in c
on each of the

rt or paragraph form the assumptions of Marx, Freud and.Axendt
oil:ming questions which are basic toqpny conception of history:

How do they define human nature and what is'its potential?
irrational, sinful, perfectible, .imperfect?

as rational,

do hey conceptualize the origins of formal or organized human society
(from pre-history to history, pre-civilized to civilized, pre-poi itical to
political)?

ow-do they characterize the dey0oppent of human institutions (social,
political,economic, religious)'?

do they regard /interpret the political realm?

How do the .understanding of their -emporar situations inform their.
answers to the questions above?

What is their. rie(a :he future?

their an equivalent of the_dixine- Iffto fiiffieirtheories?
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Take 7home Essay:

-Roots of contemporary History, II

Due: Wednesday, March 19, 1975

Choose and compare ant' two of the national responses to the pressures
for modernization presented by Moore and demonstrate the Importance of the
particular national traditions for determining the route to modernization
.actually taken. You will need to Identify the overall thesis of Moore's
interpretation and then show the particular weighting of different factors,
e.g., economic, politica', social, moral, geographical, psychological, in
each nation's case.



ROOTS OF CONTEMPORARY HISTORY I I - "OST --TEST

The single most decisive geographical determinants in the initial development of
the Chinese, Indian and Middle Eastern Civilizations were:

mountain hoOndaries

prirmeval forests

plentiful rainfall

d) river valleys

tch the individuals in Column A with the most appropriate item in Column B

A

A hoka

b) Mammurabi

lknaton

Nebuchadnezer

Sargon

afre-

List in chronological order the fol

temple

city-state

village

ritorial empire

nc

(1 God - King, 2650 - 2500 S.C.

(2) development of Monotheism CA

(3) destroys Jerusalem, deports Jews.
to Babylonia 586- B.C.

(4) Unified India 3rd:century_B

(5) Akkadian uniting Summe ia by force
about 2350 B.C.,

fi rst written.em code of law (c
1700 B.C.

broad developments

(

)

(

(

in Column B.

1) Thebes

esopotami an civil i zati on

(2) Mohenjo-daro

(3) Kn os

(4) Ni evah

P sepoli



Place he Polling in 'chrorolgical order

-Solomon

Moses

Abraham

Mohammed

Budda-

Jesus

Match the religion in Column'A with the-scriptural literature in Column B

A

Hindusiasm

Zoroa anism

Buddhism

d) Islam

e) Judaism

Gathas

(2) Torah

(3) Koran

(4) Darma Shas 'as

(5) Ayes

Christianity, Mahayana Buddhism and-
same period. (1st century B.C. to IWcentThit-TTN:trr

Which of the fof lotivi ng..were cross roads of the ecurnene?

Cart ge'and Pompeii

and Mesopotamia

Greece and Rome

d) Indus and. Yangtze Valleys

will- in chronological .order

ctaphracts-

-b) charioterrs

c), Phalanx

d) steppe cavalry )

ec( into importance

/06
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lv. r UL rtr 'eau rs in etrironorogr.caf. order and mates with o umn b.

Julius Caesar

Alexander the. Great

Hannibal

d) Ardash r

e) Clovis

f) Att i la

9) S1-11 Huang-Ti

B

Carthage, and Punic wars, 3rd century B.C.

-Persia, 5th Century B.C.

Uniting Cre -macedoni n world 4th CenturyE

(4) Hun, 5th Century A.D.

Franks 5th, 6th Century A.D.

Military Master of China,''3rd Century B.C.

Rome,lst Century B.C.

Sassanid Dynasty founded, 3rd Century A.D.

(5

(6)

(7)

h) Xerxes
(8)

11. Place in chronological order:

a) Plat&

Ar 1

"c) Socrat

12. Organize the following In chronological order and match the work with the au hor

.Ttiticydides 1. The Iliad

b) Home Z. Thef±12222E2lian Wars

Herodotus

Vergil

S50-Ma, Ch' ien

leading non- miIitary role i.rr Eurasia

14. Knoss6s, Athens,

3 History of tide Pers Ian Wars

4. The' Aeneid

5. History of China

a) Hell nl c C

b). Rofpan Empire

Gupea y

reland

th to 6th Century A.C. S 'wed :-

Constantinople wer



)put the follow in Chinese dynasties An chronological urder

a) Mongol

b) Han,

\Ming

d) Ching anChu) (

e) Sung ( )
A

16. Organize the following in chronological order and match the work with the author.

t. Thomas Aquinas
1. Leviathan

Maimonides

Al Ghazal;

d_ Thomas Hobbes,

3. Summa.Theolo ica

4. Guide to the Perjplexed

Civilizations developed in the following river valleys in what chronological order?

f. Yellow River

Mississippi River

:Put the

Indus River

Yangtze River

Ganges River

TigrusEuphrate River

-lowing -in chronological order and match.

1. City of God
a. Constantine ( )

Martin Luther

St. Augustine

Diocletian )

19. Yhrth of the following does not represent a

Taoism

Buddhism,

2. .Council of Nicea

Divides Roman Emp i re

h.- 95 Thes

aJor intellec ual tradition in Ch 410

Islam

Confucianism-

to "Steppe people played the major. role in world history from J000 - 1500 A.D..Which of the following (may be more than tine) contribute to-the lessening ref theirinfluence?

the. intrOduc ion 1 rearms -Eure0e-

b advancements in cavalry warfare techniqu

their crnversion to Islam

d) the rise of sea-based commerce



21. Place in chronological orde

) the fall of Constantinople to Mohammed IF
b) the founding of Portuguese colonies in India' ( )

the conversion the Khans of Persia to

d) the ejection of the Monguls1ftom China

the King James translation of the Bible

2 Place the f ol,lowing in chronological order

The.Taiping Rebellion

The Treaty of Westphalia

The SeVen Years War (

Establishment of Romano- dynasty )

23. Match items n Column A with appropriate item in Column B

Isl_---

Lamaism_

b) Shall

24. following in chronologica.

JeanJacques Ronss

John Locke

c) Rene lle

0 Charles

'tst Etiropeens.25 The

26; T

'in

Hinduism

2 Buddhism

(3) Christianity

(4) Islam

and match titles with autho

The OELLI:°fSPL

An Essay Coneerningli timan

Under:4tandlaa
The Social Contract

(4) A Discourse on Method_.

hblil a.colony inXhina were the

The consolidation o
with the, opening of

Japan under the Tokugawa .,Sltogunate coincided
apan to Western cdmmerce:



Place the following in chronologica order

Newton

b) Copernicus (

(

Galileo ( )

d) James Watts

e) Albert ;'intein

Identify the nation or empire'indicated by the following groups of in
duals and place in chroriologi\cal order the individuals listed.

a) George III
b) Charles II
c) William and Mary
d) Elizabeth I

B.

a)
b)

Richeliew
Henry IV
Charlemagne
Louis Philipe(

a) Ivan IV
b) Michael I
) Catherine II

Nicholas II

Page 6

29. Match the city listed n Column A with the appropriate geographic region from
Column B and/identify the correct culture in Column C

A
Tiahuanaco

Mecca
Tenochtitlan
Constantiople
Ctesiphon

B C

Per0 Inca
Arabian ppeninsula Mosleum
Mexico Aztec
Turkey Byzantine
Iran Sassanian

30. A united religious-traditicm capasle Of accomodating-radical economic and
social change was.a major importance in the rise of the West into a posi-

..ion f. of world dominance..

31. The Treaty Nanking in. 1842

Ended the Bomar Rebellions

Allowed the Jesuits to remain- in Ch:

Ceded Hong Kong to the British

Cave international g arantees for pen sore" policy,

99
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for Purchase:

E OF IN-COU S CI ETENC'i DE .tELOPMENT

History 450 - Fall 1975

"France and England in Comparative Perspective'

instructor: Chris Dresieth

Meeting Time: Mon. and Wed., 3.30 :20

1. Hugh Trevo :Roper The Rise of Christian Eurcy_s,

2. G.E. Neale The Age of Catherine De Medici

3. C.V. Wedgewood, Richelieu an the French Monarchy

4. Christopher Hill, The 1714

5. Jeah Jacques Rodsseau
course on the Origin of lneguality

6. Alexis. De Tocqueville, Th t tench Revolution

Asa Briggs, Victorian Pecs t Persons and Themes

8. A.J.P. Taylor, Origins

entury of Revolu
The Social Con

I Oil 5

c

0 d Regime and
pie

and
he F

A Reassessmen
he Sec

0
nd World War

The course will begin with Trevor-Roper's The Rise of Christ n Euro to discover the

emergence of Medieval Europe out of the so-called Dark Ages, thus providftg
the stage

for understanding the feudal religious,social, political and economic structure on

which the monaPchical states of England and France were built. From J.E. Neale's,

The Age of Catherine de Medici we will survey the impact of the Reformaticin and emergent

-capital isrn on sixteenth century France with comparative referenceto Elizabeth's England.

Through. C.V. Wedgewood's Richelieu and the French Monarch we will pursue the French

story into the Mid-seventeenth story through the great Cardinal chief minister, Richelieu,

whose raison d'eta led him to -side with Protestant against Catholic monarchs in the

Thirty Years War for the benefit of the Fre'nch monarchy.

Yn;the same seventeenth century we shall look at England through Christopher Hill's

The Century of, Revolution, to grasp the crucial emergence by the beginning of the
_

eighteenth century of England as the dominant European power after successfully nego-

tiating an economic and a political revolution, resulting in the triumph of parliament

over the Monarch.

interpret-the European enlightenment through one.of its major works, Rousseau's

Contract, to -set, the stage for the French Revolution, the .Watershed event between

rumbling monarchical-feudal state and the triumphant nation-state which has dominated

the world for nearly two centuries since., We will analyze the French Revolution : through

a classic nineteenth century' interpretation, Tocqueviile's The Old Regime and the French

Revolution.

To' see the post-sevolutionary growth of parliamentary democrazy in the .twocountries<countries in

thie midst cif industrialization and world power.we shall turn to Victorian England in

Asa-Driggs' Victorian People., Finally, to grasp the twentieth century eclipse of England

and France as world powers tie ,'shall read A.J.P. Taylor's The Origins of_the Second World
,

zit its close inspection of men and events in the crucial decade of the 1930's.-

ylor's controversial interpretation will allow 'us to explere the relationship between

eat=world'historical forces: and great individOals A
_

n' our own Centary.



To ascertain the level of thee-stucent rl -

Will be 41) aona to one-and-one-half page 300'to 450 words summary of a

reading'assignment in Trevor-Roper; (2) an analytical essay cif similar length

on Neale due at the beginning of the class in which the assignment is to be

discussed; (3) an evaluative essay or critique of Wedgewood of similar length'.

There will be written directions for these short assignments.

There will be a take -home -essay examinakion based on questiOn5 developed by the

clais participants at the conclusion of our reading and discussion of Hill's

Century of Revolution, analyzing in comparative perspective essential charactr-

istics of England and France fr&n medieval to early modern time.

Each student will write an essay to be shared, with the class comparing England

and France on some aciSect of particular interest to the student. While the

essay will take its departure from course readings and class discussions, it

will require some additional research and reading: An outline a the topic ,

proposed,with bibliography, is due to the instructor inthe 'tenth, week and

a draft, is due at the end of the thirteenth week forpresentation and discuss on

during the last two weeks of the term. Where appropriate, a revised final

draft will be due on the last day of class.



The folloriin =g Outlrne of History Competencies is intended for several purposes:
a) to indicate which competenciessTequired-fora B.A. in History will be empliasized
directly and which indirectly in the course; b) to be the bagis for your evaluation
of the course and the Frist4Jctor at the end of the term; c) to-be the bais of his
evaluation of your performance at the end of the term; d) to indicate the place of
this course in your overall transcript of curses.

Contemporary World and Origins

i. Ability to.describe and analyze the major characte iStics
of-tha contempdrary world
1,.1 political
1.2 economic arid technological
1.3 physical/geographical/ecological
1.4 social and demographic (class, sex, race, cas
1.5 bureaucratic'
1.6 legal

1.7 religious
1.8 education and other

Ability to describe the major forces shaping the contemporary
,world and origins
2`.1 nationalism, war, revolution
2.2' industrializatien, modernization, 4rbaniza on
2.3 colonialism, anti-colonialism; imperialism
2.4 class, sex, race, caste

Ability to extrapolate these major forces and their
consequences into future'

Ability to analyze a major g l oba l event in .tetras 6f the
-forces

Functions orCultu-e

. Ability to describe in general terms the functions ofsforhal
and info[mal institutions.
1.1 Social customs, ideologies,- mores, taboos
1.2 artistic, literary & entertainment traditions
1.3 nature and use of languag:p.
1.h political
1.5 economic and .tech no logical
1.6 legal

1.7 bureaucratic
1.8 educational
1.9 religious

Ability to describe id smcific terms the funct'icns :and
-,:interrelationships of-the major formal- and _informs,
-`- institutions for a.partiOularnation or 'eulture.

Abilitil-tordiscuss the points of cultural similar
and dissimila-rily between two cultures.
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Ability to analyzea major national event or condition

in terms of general and specific cultural functions.

Self Understanding

1. -Ability to recognize general (major) points of
similarity -and dissimilarity between one's own values

band attitudes and those of prevailing societal norms

acid other social groups.

Ability to assess one's values, attitudes strengths

I, and weaknesses in terms of choosing (or changing or

maintaining) a career, deep interpersonal relationship,

yr other life choice.

Ability to evaluate ona'sattitudes ancrbeliefs In

- light of current knowledge resulting in identification

J.74 those attitudes and beliefs substantiated by current

knowledge vd thoge based upon mythS andiprejud ces

Dl rct ndl rec

D. Interdependence of Self and Culture: to-discuss. the.

cultural references to one's major attitudes, values beliefs,
%etc. including reference to the ways culture legitimates various

forms- of prejudice.

E. Information and Communication Skills

1. Readifng.Skills: ability to read material critically and

analytically
1.1 recognize main idea, or thesis _
L.2, distinguish expl-icit elements: facts, hypothes

opinions, values, etc.

1.3 identify main implicit (unstated) elements or

assumptions.: facts, values,.etc.

.1.4 recognize key words, definitions, conrOept5 and

distinguish connotative from denotative file ning.

1,5, evaluate internal consistancy, specificity,
objectivity and reliability of material

Writing Skills: bility to %rite a

2.1 Summary or. precis

2.2 analytical essay
2.3: evaluative essay or c it que

"Listening Skills ability to listen carefully, analytically

and critically.

Speaking Skills: ability to speak.clear

4.1 interpersonal settings
4.2, small group settings-
.3 lecture setting

y and concisely in





tlisual Cornmun caLior Ski 11s: 'ability to observe,, mte rp re t
nd use 'visual syrnbo s n ways which

5. 1 re ult in re f I ective unders Land i n g of tfr- c_ n empoorzry
rvr rl d

5.2 result in a -broader non-verbal basis for corranunic at ion
prov ide persor l crcativc satisfact ion

Uesti on asking & Problem Solving Ski I Is:
recogri ire, ask reveal questions, inalyze

conceptually. solve
Soda - political problems

Occupational prcib lems,

Pe rs dr-014 interpersonal p-robl ems -
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